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After Oct. 19's high-profile
football game against Florida State,
university personnel and students
alike have raised protests against
a growing number of Clemson
students reselling football tickets.
This year, because Clemson has
hosted both Georgia and FSU,
two-highly anticipated match-ups,
student ticket demand has reached
an all-time high. Despite the
increase in demand, the number
of tickets distributed remains
the same as it has in past years.
There are only 12,000 student
tickets available for distribution
to just under 18,000 students,
and between 4,000-5,000 of those
12,000 available tickets are set aside
for block seating for organizations.
This limited number of tickets
has made some students desperate
in their search for a seat, which
in turn has caused many to buy
tickets from other students at
extremely high prices.
Some students sell their
tickets through Craigslist ads or
posts on Facebook, and prices
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Award of
the rings

New sustainability minor
to be offered

Seniors receive their class rings.

Next semester will see the arrival of Clemson's latest minor.

KATHERINE SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson ring is one of the
school's most recognizable trademarks
and is recognized across the world.
An important part of this tradition is
the Ring Ceremony, where students
with 90 hours completed receive
their rings in Littlejohn Coliseum,
where only a few months later they
will return to graduate.
Following the Clemson Ring
Ceremony on Oct. 24, senior Logan
Riley was able to share a special
(bond with her parents. "Growing
up, I was a child of two Clemson
alumni parents. I would always see
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them wearing their Clemson Rings
and talking with friends about their
amazing experiences here at Clemson
University," Riley said. "Getting my
ring is so special to me because,
not only does it symbolizes the
achievements I've made in reaching
my dream to be a Clemson graduate,
but it is also a tradition I am blessed
to share with my parents."
Another special tradition about
the Clemson ring is the direction it
is worn. Current students who have
their ring wear it so the "C" is facing
them. Upon graduating, the ring is
turned around so that the "C" faces
out toward everyone else.

It is time for spring 2014 advising
at Clemson University. Students are
starting to meet with their academic
advisors starting in October and
early November. While at their
advising appointments, students will
be talking with their advisors about
picking classes for next semester, but
more important decisions will be
made such as changing majors or
deciding a minor. Including all of
Clemson University's minor choices,
there will be a new choice for a minor
for the semester of spring 2014. This

see RINGS page A4

see MINOR page A5
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have sometimes reached into the
hundreds, depending on whether
the seat was lower deck, hill or
upper deck.
Graham Harris, the president
of the IPTAY Student Advisory
Board, admits that though it is
not a new thing for students to
resell their football tickets, it has
never reached this extreme extent
before. "Obviously that kind of
stuff probably has gone on in the
past, and maybe a student has
pocketed $50 or $60, but it's an
entirely different ball game when a
student can sell a lower deck ticket
for $250. It is a huge problem."
Some students are not just
selling their tickets to other
Clemson students. Some sold their
tickets to FSU fans, which angered
many Clemson students, including
freshman Charles Simmons, who
asked "Do you care that little for
our school that you're okay with
replacing our student section with
fans from the opposing team that
won't support us and help our team
win?" and senior Karl Lykken, who
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Tigra Scientifica: Not Quite a Land Shark
A new species ofbottom-dwelling shark has been discovered in Indonesia.
ANNIE CAREW
STAFF WRITER

When most of us think of sharks,
the monster featured in the movie "Jaws"
immediately leaps to mind: a mindless predator
prowling the seas for unsuspecting prey. The
reality, however, is far from that. According to
the British newspaper Mirror, people are more
likely to be killed by bee stings or lightning
strikes than by sharks.
Additionally, the shark portrayed in the
film is a great white, which is only one of more
than 470 different species of shark. Sharks are
believed to be an ancient type of organism,
which implies that the classification "shark"
can be applied to a myriad of species, many
of which are unknown as the Earth's oceans
remain largely unexplored. Supporting this
idea is the recent discovery of a completely new
species of shark in Indonesia in the summer of
2013. The discovery was made by a team of
researchers headed by Dr. Gerald Allen. The
'new' shark has been named "Hemiscyllium
Halmahera," and it bears little resemblance
to the violent creature made famous by
Hollywood.
"H. Halmahera" belongs to a family of
sharks commonly referred to as bamboo sharks.
These sharks are found in the shallow tropical
waters of the Indo-Pacific region and are fairly

small. The maximum recorded length of a
bamboo shark is four feet. Bamboo sharks are
also relatively sluggish in comparison to their
more famous relatives, such as the great white.
The most distinctive characteristic of bamboo
sharks by far is their habit of "walking" along
the sea floor; the act puts one in mind of a fat,
waddling alligator.
Bamboo sharks possess unusually large,
muscular pelvic and pectoral fins along the
bottom of the body to aid in this process.
"Halmahera" closely resembles another species
in its genus, "H. galei." The primary difference
between the two species is the pattern of spots
on the body of the sharks. This is likely caused
by the differences in their habitats. "H. galei"
is found primarily off New Guinean coasts,
while "H. Halmahera" was found off the
coast of Halmahera Island, several hundred
kilometers away. The deeper water separating
the two groups of islands is likely what caused
the separation of the two species.
Geographic separation is a common
mechanism for speciation, the formation of
new species. Physically divided populations
slowly become biologically divided gene pools,
unable to interact with each other due to
geographic boundaries. In this case, the deep
water would have dissuaded members of the
hypothetical parent species that spawned
both "Hemiscyllium galei" and the newfound

The "Hemiscyllium Halmahera," found in Indonesia, is the newest addition to the shark species.
"Hemiscyllium Halmahera." Eventually, the
two gene pools are distinct enough that they
are defined as new species.
The
discovery
of
"Hemiscyllium
Halmahera" has great implications in the
scientific community. First and foremost,
it reminds both scientists and the general
populace that much of our planet remains

AAH finds leadership
New departments find directors to lead them into the future.
REBEKA WELLMON
STAFF WRITER

Clemson's College of Architecture,
Arts and Humanities appointed
two new department heads for the
Landscape Architecture Department
and the Planning, Development and
Preservation Department. These
two departments were combined
before this year until there was an
administrative dean decision to split
them apart so they would receive more
individual attention.
Dr.
Mary
Padua
is
the
new director of the Landscape
Architecture Department, and Dr.
James Spencer is the new director
for the Planning, Development and
Preservation Department. Both new
leaders have in-depth experience in
their fields and are excited about
their new positions.
Clemson is the only university in
South Carolina that has a landscape
architecture
program.
"While
architects deal with the buildings,
the landscape architects deal with
the design of the space between the
buildings open to the sky," Padua
said. Clemson's program, when
compared to other programs in the
U.S., is "one of the few that focuses
on community issues, design builds,
internationalization
and
study
abroad," Padua said. "If you look
at other schools in the area, they
have one or two things that they
specialize in, whereas we offer a range
for the students." Padua agrees that
the SDlit of the two deoartments

was a good idea. "We have our own
professional identity, so it was done
as an enrichment for the profession."
South Carolina is home to some of the
major landscape legacies in the U.S.,
including Hilton Head, Greenville
and the Plantation Gardens. By
creating this program, Clemson is
taking advantage of the easy access to
South Carolina's landscape legacies.
The Landscape Architecture
Department
"demonstrates
South Carolina and Clemson's
understanding of the profession itself
and its importance," Padua said.
She plans to expand the landscape
architecture program by hiring
new faculty, planning resources
for research purposes and helping
students and faculty move forward in
their careers.
Clemson's planning, development
and preservation program focuses on
building communities. The planning
portion of this program has a "social
science base combined with design
elements" that deals with how places
are planned and designed, how you
raise money to pay for them, who
manages them and the like. Spencer
said that the real estate development
aspect, which is focused in Greenville,
is the private vector side of the
whole process of development. This
includes the "process of financing
development, finding good design,
assembling portions of land that will
allow you to do a project the yields
a profit."
Lastly, the preservation part
of the program "largely focuses

on the preservation of structure,
the legal environment around
them, financial incentives and
market analysis," Spencer said.
The preservation program is a two
year program partnered with the
College of Charleston that looks at
how to choose what to preserve or
not preserve. Since it is located in
Charleston, there is a substantial
amount of architecture to study and
learn from in and around the city.
When
asked
what
makes
the planning, development and
preservation
program
unique,
Spencer said, "The program is a
combination of the public, private
and historic preservation sectors. No
other program, that I can think of,
in the country combines these three
elements in the same department
and creates synergy across different
disciplines. This distributed learning
model provides a lot of opportunities
for shifting the field in the direction
that it needs to go."
Spencer added that planning,
development and preservation "offers
a good way to make a living and
also offers the opportunity to do
something where you can really
make a difference in some of the big
challenges of the future."
Like Padua, Spencer plans to
hire more faculty members for his
department, and he also wants tc
educate undergraduate student
about the programs available. He
plans to offer an urban regional and
global development major by eithe
next year or the following year.

unexplored. The seemingly close relationship
between "H. Halmahera" and "H. galei" will
be studied by evolutionary biologists to further
understand how speciation occurs. Finally, the
existence of a peaceful bottom-dwelling shark
goes a long way towards alleviating the fear
instilled by "Jaws."
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ARTICLE BY: NOAH WISCH, STAFF
PHOTOGRAPH BY: JOSHUA S. KELLY, STAFF

Pierre Tong. Chances are you have heard the
name of this senior civil engineering major from
Belmont, Mass. Pierre exemplifies the Clemson
spirit, and it's probably safe to say he bleeds
orange. So what brought Pierre to Clemson,
besides the fact that Clemson was at his college
fair and is a highly-rated university? Pierre shared
that "his acceptance letter landed face up" when
it came time to decide between three schools
nearly one hour before the deadline. Don't get the
wrong idea, though; Pierre's visit to Clemson was
influential and kept Clemson in the running. "I
visited on Solid Orange Friday, and the amount
of school spirit left an impression on me," he
said. "Everything about campus from Tillman to
Library Bridge and the Reflection Pond" stood
out to Pierre.
Pierre is graduating in December and is in the
process of looking for a job. Pierre hopes to find
a transportation-engineering job. He shared that
while graduate school will not come right away, it
would "maybe someday." He admits that he has
become an unofficial source of news and updates
around campus, especially through Facebook
and Twitter. He shared that "whenever there's
something going on on-campus, weather alerts
or power outages, [I try to] keep people updated
with what [I] know — the more information
people have, the better."
Upon joining the class of 2013 Facebook
group, Pierre began answering questions in an
effort to assist his peers. Clemson's Creative
Services said, " [over time] one question led to
another, and students began to flock to him
for guidance." Although he seems to be quite
outgoing on the Internet, with over 30,000
tweets, he is known to be more "low-key in
person."
After getting accepted by Clemson, Pierre
began to research everything he could, "from
academics to housing to getting football tickets."
Once he joined the Class of 2013 Facebook
group, he noticed that some people had questions
similar to his, so he began answering them.

In the event that he did not know the answer,
"[I] looked it up and learned some cool stuff
[I] didn't know at the time." Pierre became
well-known upon arriving on campus. Students
continued to view his posts, and as a result he
continues to answer questions on Facebook for
incoming freshmen. Although Adam Baker, a
sophomore from Raleigh, N.C., never saw a
post from Pierre, he knew about Pierre
from "talking to [my] upperclassmen
friends who had Pierre answer
their questions on Facebook,
Pierre stressed the
importance of getting
involved on campus.
"There's no excuse
not to be doing
something," he said
while referencing
the multitude of
organizations that
students have at
their disposal.
"You only get to
go to college once,
and you don't want
to look back on
your experience after
four, five, six years and
regret that you didn't do
something because you won't
get that chance again."
With graduation looming,
Pierre said, "I'm just going to
miss being on campus everyday
and getting to experience the
atmosphere on campus." It seems
apparent that Clemson students
will miss Pierre. As a recent
article from "HerCampus"
stated "You know you go to
Clemson when Pierre Tong has
answered at least one question
for you."
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t JUST TALKED MY WAY OUT OF A PARKING TICKET AT
CLEMSON, A PARKING TICKET AT CLEMSON, THAT'S
ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE #LAWSCHOOL
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WHAT AM I BEING FOR HALLOWEEN? SINGLE.

The Student Alumni Council
(SAC) is the student organization
responsible for the Ring Ceremony.
SAC is a "35 member organization
led by two ring chairs [who] partners
with the Alumni Association to
make this tradition possible," Emily
Watt, president of the organization,
said. "From the first Ring Ceremony
in 2001 to the most recent one, the
Ring Ceremony has grown from
a 150-person event to a huge rite
of passage. From the guarding of
the rings at the Scroll of Honor to
shaking President Barker's hand, it
is the hope of the Student Alumni
Council that all students who

participated are as proud to wear
their rings and go out as ever loyal
Clemson Alumni."
Although the Clemson ring is a
tradition, it has not always looked
the same as it does now. The first
graduating class in 1896 had rings
that look very different than the
rings students now receive. In 1901,
the "C," palmetto tree and year of
graduation first appeared. In 1906,
the eagle was added to the side
with a blank scroll. And finally, in
1927 the name of the school was
added. This had to be revised later
when Clemson Agricultural College
became Clemson University.
Clemson University is ranked
fourth in the nation (after West

Point, Texas A&M and the University
of Texas) for rings sold, and while
the national average for students
buying rings is 5 percent, almost 60
percent of Clemson students buy a
ring. The university's goal is to move
into the top two soon.
"When I wear my class ring I have
a great sense of pride and belonging.
Pride in my accomplishments as
a Clemson graduate, but more pride
in Clemson University and the
accomplishments they continue to
make in all areas of the university
from academics, to athletics, to
community involvement," Clemson
University alumni Rosanne Schenck
('87) said. "I love that my school is
Solid Orange every day of the year."

MATTHEW TILLEY@MCT!LLEY50 -OCT.28

PEOPLE FROWNED UPON AT CLEMSON: THE ONES IN THE
LIBRARY THAT USE THEIR LAPTOP BUT SIT IN FRONT OF
ONE OF THE IMACS SO YOU CAN'T USE IT. #WHY

OK CLEMSON WEATHER.. WE GOTTA FIGURE SOMETHING
OUT-1 CAN'T DRESS FOR AN ARTIC TUNDRA FOR MY 9AM
AND THEN GO PUT ON MY BATHING SUIT FOR MY 1:25

I CAN'T TELL IF EVERYTHING IS ORANGE BECAUSE
OF HALLOWEEN OR JUST BECAUSE EVERYONE LOVES
CLEMSON #ORANGEOVERLOAD
BURCKREL@W8D_21-0GT.26

I LOVE THE CLEMSON NEWSPAPER. WE HAD A POWER
OUTAGE DUE TO A SQUIRREL LAST WEEK AND THEY
WROTE AN ARTICLE ABOUT IT

Students attending the ceremony learned about the rich traditions and history surrounding their new class rings.

TICKETS from page Al
FRANNY @FRANCATFOSTER - OCT. 29

WANNA KNOW HOW I KNOW THIS SEMESTER IS KICKING
MY BUTT? MY TOP WEBSITES ARE PANDORA, CLEMSON
LIBRARY, AND BLACKBOARD.
KATHRYN ANDREOLI @KATH_ANDRE24 - OCT. 29

OH MY GOD HALLOWEEN WEEK IN CLEMSON IS SO
AMAZING I CAN'T HANDLE IT
SAMUEL JORDAN @STAR_GAZER0829 -

I HAVE HEARD TOO MANY PEOPLE SAYING THEY ARE
STAYING IN TOMORROW... THIS IS MY FIRST HALLOWEEN
AT CLEMSON SO I'M GOING TO THROW DOWN
LAURIE CROSSWELL @LAURiECROSSWEEL - OCT. 3G

THE DAY THE CLEMSON FOOTBALL TEAM PLAYED
THEIR FIRST GAME EVER IN 1896 AND BEAT FURMAN.
#HALLOWEEN #GOTIGERS
TOM HOEFEL @TOMHOEFEL - OCT. 30

IT'S A STEAK AND CRAB NIGHT IN THE DINING HALL...
LIVIN' LARGE IN CLEMSON #FEAST

said, "It's like stealing from the
Clemson family."
Other students consider those
reselling football tickets foolish.
Senior Chris Hapstack said, "I
think people will eventually regret
selling their tickets,The memory of
attending a Clemson home game
as a student is priceless." A smaller
number of students believe that
they should be allowed to resell
their tickets.
One senior argued that she
should be allowed to resell her
tickets because they technically are
not free; she is paying for them
with her student fees, an opinion
which many of the students selling
their tickets seem to agree withThe
university prohibits the resale of
student tickets, and students can
be punished through the Office of
Community and Ethical Standards.
Most students sell their tickets
privately, which enables them

to avoid detection by university
officials, but this behavior has
received a growing amount of
attention from both angry students
and faculty members, who could
potentially report students whom
they find selling tickets on
social media.
Students have been called into
the Office of Community and
Ethical Standards for reselling
their tickets. Once charged, the
student will face disciplinary
sanctions, which can include
oral or written warnings and the
restriction of privileges, specifically
the privilege of receiving tickets for
football games and other athletic
events. University officials are not
just concerned that students are
reselling their football tickets to
other students for extreme prices.
A recent posting on Craigslist
advertised for a fake Clemson
student ID, which many saw as an
attempt for a non-Clemson student
to get a student ticket. This,
along with the growing number

of student complaints about
ticket distribution, may be part
of the reason why the university
is
reevaluating
the
current
ticket policy.
A student survey is expected
to be sent out by IPTAY before
the end of football season and is
reported to focus on what students
think is the fairest way to distribute
football tickets.
University officials will take the
survey results into account if they
choose to develop a new ticket
policy. Many students agree that
a new ticket distribution process
is necessary, and Graham Harris,
president of the IPTAY student
advisory board, echoed their
concern.
"Tickets are something that are
near and dear to many people's
hearts, and a lot of people have
spent a lot of time camping
out, for better, for worse. It's a
pertinent issue, and I know that
a lot of people want to have their
voices heard."
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Digital Resources Lab opens
CCIT and Cooper Library team with Dell to open new technological powerhouse on campus.
JOSHUA S. KELLY
STAFF WRITER

Wolf Blitzer is no longer the only
man with a room furnished with a
ridiculously large TV. Recently Fox
News also updated their news desk
to include what seems to be an army
of iPads. Now, you too can conduct
group meetings, project presentations
and conference calls with a multitude
of projectors and a HIPERwall.
In a combined effort by the
Cyberinfrastructure
Technology
Integration group (CITI) of CCIT,
the Clemson University Libraries and
Dell, with funding from the National
Science Foundation, the Edgar
Brown Room in Cooper Library has
been transformed into a state-ofthe-art Digital Resources Lab (the
DRL). Outfitted with a visualization
wall made of 15 46 inch HD
screens, three projectors, a 16-node
computational cluster for simulation
and data processing, a five-node
dedicated visualization cluster and a
40 gigabit per second connection to
the Internet, the Brown Room in the
library has qufckly become one of the
most expensive and high tech rooms
on campus.
The path to getting the DRL up
and runnirrg started back in 2007

when the decision was made to make
advanced computing one of Clemson
University's "Top 20" initiatives.
Although the actual task of designing
and renovating the Brown Room was
only initiated a few months ago, ever
since Clemson University decided to
focus on advanced computing, the
need for a facility to deal with data
visualization has been a priority.
"We have the whole advanced
computing
spectrum
covered
except for the final part, and that
is visualization," Galen Collier,
computational scientist for CITI/
CCIT said. "Advanced computing
has become a critically important
part of nearly all domains of
research and education, and data
visualization is the one component of
advanced computing that we haven't
really satisfied."
This project first came about
when members of CCIT recognized
the need to have a dedicated site
to host training seminars for
faculty and staff; however, it was
quickly realized that there could be
greater possibilities.
"This room needed to be
a
platform
where
we
could
communicate all the research areas
that are going on around campus,
but we also wanted a training facility

The Edgar Brown Room now features 15 state-of-the-art HD screens that can be used for a variety of purposes.
where faculty and students could
interact with the next generation of
technology that they will been to
be familiar with in the classroom,"
Collier said. Though the DRL is
not currently available for just any
use, students are encouraged to find
creative, academic purposes for the
room such as senior capstone projects,
thesis defenses, group presentations
..-

«■
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and other activities that help explore
all of the possible academic and
professional applications that the
DRL can offer.
However, a way to have full access
to the room and test the limits of
what the DRL is capable of doing
is through Galen Collier, along
with several other professors, and a
Creative Inquiry directed at exploring

the full potential of the DRL and
data visualization. "Part of the goal
of the CI is to expose students to all
of the things that happen in CCIT
that students aren't normally aware
of, such as software development
projects and major networking
projects that work with cutting edge
technology that isn't available on the
market yet," Collier said.

MINOR from page Al

minor will be broken up into three
parts. The first part includes 12
credit hours chosen from a list of
sustainability-related courses, such
as history or ecology. The second
component includes a three credit
foundations course emphasizing the
core values of sustainability. The last
component to the sustainability minor
is three credit hours of engagement
activities that are hands-on and get
students involved.
Clemson University decided to
adopt this new minor in order to
make sustainability an integral part of
education at Clemson and to help with
the goal that Clemson University will
be a "carbon neutral" campus by 2030.
Though this minor is new, students
at Clemson University are excited to
explore this different option open for
next semester.
Clemson student, Garrett Pickerel
said, "I have to pick a minor soon,
and I am excited that we have another
option to choose from. I cannot wait
to talk to my advisor about the new
sustainability minor. It seems very
interesting." Bailee Brock, a tri-county
student, said, "I am excited to learn
more about it and possibly choose this
as my minor at Clemson University."
The new sustainability minor is
different because it does not go with a
specific major or college; it is available
to students of all majors.

-
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THIS WEEK IN HISTORY:
Hlovember 1 - ^November 7
NOVEMBER 1,1512 - THE SISTINE CHAPELS CEILING OPENED TO THE PUBLIC.
MICHELANGELO PAINTED THE MASTERPIECE OVER A PERIOD OF ABOUT FOUR YEARS.

NOVEMBER 2,1983 - PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN SIGNED A BILL INTO EFFECT
THAT MADE MLK DAY A FEDERAL HOLIDAY.

NOVEMBER 3,1957 - THE SOVIET UNION LAUNCHED THE FIRST ANIMAL, A SIBERIAN
HUSKY NAMED LAIKA, INTO SPACE ABOARD THE SPUTNIK 2 SPACECRAFT.
NOVEMBER 4, 1948 - IS. ELIOT WON THE NOBLE PRIZE IN LITERATURE FOR HIS
COLLECTION OF POETRY. WHICH IS AMONG THE MOST STUDIED.
NOVEMBER 6, 1528 - CABEZA DE VACA DISCOVERED THE STATE OF TEXAS AFTER
BEING SHIPWRECKED JUST OFF OF ITS COAST.
NOVEMBER 7, 1991 - LAKERS STAR MAGIC JOHNSON ANNOUNCED TO AMERICA THAT
HE HAD BEEN DIAGNOSED AS HIV-POSITIVE.

new minor is called the sustainability
minor. Though some universities have
already adopted the sustainability
minor, Clemson is one of the first.
One other university that offers the
sustainability minor is the University
of Michigan. According to Michigan,
"sustainability has as its core goal the
development of systems of human
behavior that enable both current
and future generations to maintain a
quality of life that is both productive
and pleasing. To achieve such a goal
requires an interdisciplinary approach
to answer the complex issues that
challenge our ability to develop
sustainable systems now and in
the future."
Sustainability means meeting
the needs of the present without
diminishing the quality of life of
the future. There are three different
types of sustainability: economic
sustainability, social sustainability
and environmental sustainability.
Sustainability is a broad and diverse
subject. The new sustainability minor
will be open to students of all majors.
This minor will help teach
leadership skills, teach with handson activities, inspire students to get
involved and encourage students
to become more environmentally
conscious. The new sustainability
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National Hispanic American Heritage
Month celebrated on campus
Department of Languages hosts series of lectures on Hispanic culture to educate and entertain.
JOE HENDRICKS
sees as important to human society
in general.
Farfan also commented on the
importance of Hispanic Heritage
Month in America. "I think [it is
important because] the United States
is built from immigrants and there
are so many cultures here, and we
all consider ourselves Americans and
want to be here," Farfan said. "In my
case, I am bringing the elements of
my own culture to share them with
my community and my people who
surround me, especially those who
are open to learning more about
not only my art, but the whole
global situation."
Each of the month's events
featured a unique perspective on
Hispanic heritage. The first lecture
was given by Dr. Mark Amengual of
Furman University on the phonetic
interference seen in high-level
Spanish speakers. This was followed
by Jaime Vasquez of the National
School of Fine Arts of Lima speaking
on metaphorical dreams and Dr.
Arelis Moore de Peralta of Clemson
on sexual health in the United States.
The penultimate event was
a lecture on Mary Magdalene as a
model of the, Counter-Reformation

NEWS EDITOR

Over the course of October,
Clemson University has celebrated
National Hispanic American Heritage
Month with a series of lectures on
topics ranging from language to art
to health. Hosted by the Department
of Languages, the series showcased
Hispanic cultures from many different
Spanish-speaking countries, including
Colombia, the Dominican Republic
and the United States.
The final event of the month-long
series was a lecture given by Diana
Farfan, a ceramics artist who spoke
of her many influences and artistic
opinions. Originally from Bogota,
Colombia, Farfan studied first at the
National University of Colombia, and
then later came to the United States
to complete her master's degree at the
University of South Carolina.
Some of the themes central to
Farfan's art include the struggle to
find one's own identity while living
in a big city, the defense mechanisms
represented in human society and the
different worlds that exist as a result
of poverty. Many of these themes
come from Farfan's life specifically,
but they are also inspired by what she

by Dr. Jordi Aladro Font of the
University of California, Santa Cruz.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, the United States has a
Hispanic population of roughly 53
million, and their percentage of the
population has been increasing over
the last decade. With this increase,
Hispanic culture has become more
and more important as a part of
the larger American identity, which
Hispanic Heritage Month recognizes.
Running from mid-September to
mid-October, the month is a chance
to celebrate the various cultures
that combine to make up the
Hispanic identity.
Clemson's selection of speakers
hailing from a diverse set of
backgrounds showcases this myriad
culture. The chance to learn more
about Hispanic heritage offered by the
series of lectures piqued the interest of
a variety of students.
"I think it's great that Hispanic
people celebrate their culture for
an entire month," Jenny Derrick, a
junior animal and veterinary science
major, said. "It's interesting to see
differences between cultures and
see how people that are different
from you live." Evelyn Moseley, a

w.--

Ceramics artist Diana Farfan speaks about her artwork.
junior biology major, spoke on the
importance of the month. "As a
Californian, who grew up integrated
with many Hispanic people, I think
it is really important that Americans
understand all of the cultures that
came together in the melting pot,
not just the European cultures,"
Moseley said. "Hispanic culture is
interesting, rich, and prevalent."
Though the series has drawn to a

close, Farfan is confident that the
many lectures will have lasting effects.
"Hispanic Heritage Month in the
United States is a great opportunity
to embrace the Hispanic community
and to realize how much Hispanics
have introduced in this country,"
Farfan said. "I'm opening a door from
my heart. It's taking these people to
see farther than just what we" have
in front."

Obamacare site fails at launch
Site designed to allow easy registration for healthcare coverage unable to support initial usage.
Through this one website, users can
get covered, find out if they qualify
for lower costs, apply for coverage
four different ways, get in-person
help in one's community and find
contact
information
for
more
assistance. There's only one problem
— the website has already been
experiencing glitches.
"The fact that there has been
so much hype about this new law
and the website doesn't even work
is comical," Dale Strong, a junior,
said. "If they can't even keep the
website working how is this new
healthcare system going to go? Not
off to a good start, Obamacare. Makes
me question it." Health and Human
Services secretary Kathleen Sebelius
tried to do damage control for the
government, apologizing for the
"miserably frustrating" problems with

KELLY GLASSON
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

One of the new changes affecting
the country is the implementation of
the Affordable Care Act, otherwise
known as "Obamacare." This act was
approved after dispute between the
Senate and the House during the
government shutdown, and the act
will go into place in 2014. Because
of this, people are starting to prepare
for the changes in healthcare for the
upcoming year.
To make the process of signing up
for healthcare easier, the government
designed a website where people can
enroll easily in healthcare. By making
a log in and password on www.
healthcare.gov, you can openly enroll
in the Health Insurance Marketplace
from now until March 31, 2014.

FRIDAY, NOV. 1
HIGH: 71 DEGREES
LOW: 48 DEGREES

SATURDAY, NOV. 2
HIGH: 68 DEGREES
LOW: 41 DEGREES
'

SUNDAY, NOV. 3
HIGH: 62 DEGREES
LOW: 40 DEGREES

the website and promising users it
would be fixed. However, no one who
used the site will ever be able to forget
trying to sign up and have HealthCare.
gov inform users that:"The system is
down at the moment."
Having this website down
is discouraging to those that have
doubted the effects of Obamacare, as
well as those who are finally getting the
ability to get health insurance, only to
have technical difficulties keep them
waiting, for this security. Although the
site is only three weeks old, the media
is criticizing the Obamacare website
so harshly because of the decision
to share the site with the population
without ridding it of simple
online glitches.
"When I'm older and no longer
on my parent's insurance plan, then
the healthcare system sign up being

MONDAY, NOV. 4
HIGH: 59 DEGREES
LOW: 43 DEGREES

down is going to affect me," Georgia
Woodard, a senior, said. "I would be
extremely frustrated and angry if I
were trying to apply for healthcare
and was unable to do so because of
mistakes on the website's part."
Problems in the healthcare system
may seem like a faraway issue to college
students, but when young adults turn
26 years old, according to the new
law, they are no longer enrolled in
their parent's health insurance plans.
This means the healthcare system
experiencing problems is relevant to
Clemson students right now. The
entire Clemson student population
is either nearing the age of health
care independence or has already
exceeded it.
Much of the blame for this
mishap has been laid on Sebelius,
as she was in charge of the website

TUESDAY, NOV. 5
HIGH:61 DEGREES
LOW: 52 DEGREES

construction. Sebelius told Obama
the website was set to go for its
launch on Oct. 1. Luckily, President
Obama has made it his personal
responsibility to fix HealthCare.gov.
He has also expressed how unhappy
he is that the site has not been
working flawlessly.
"It would be my hope that, in
2013, our government is able to
choose a website director who is able
to develop a working website especially
when it pertains to something as vital
as healthcare," Denton Dickerson, a
junior, said. "I understand mistakes
can be made, but the website should
have been thoroughly tested for bugs
before releasing it to the public.
Although some people's issue may
be with Obamacare itself, I feel
that frustration with the website is
definitely warranted."

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6
HIGH: 67 DEGREES
LOW: 54 DEGREES

THURSDAY, NOV. 7
HIGH: 69 DEGREES
LOW: 51 DEGREES
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Shag for Safe Harbor
Clemson Women's Studies puts on shag event to raise funds for domestic violence victims.
KELLY GLASSON
STAFF WRITER

On Sunday, Oct. 27, students,
faculty and friends of the Clemson
community
gathered
at
the
amphitheater for an event by the
Women's Studies Department. This
fundraiser offered free shag lessons to
all those in attendance who donated.
The shag lessons were followed by
a contest. Food drinks and prizes
were also served. The donations
recommended were $10 for adults and
$5 for students. After the 30 minute
shag lesson, a mini competition was
held where two couples were awarded
$25 each. This event was a fundraiser
honoring late Clemson employee,
Marge Putnam, who passed away on
July 6, 2012. Marge worked since
2009 as an administrative assistant
in the School of Planning, Design

and the Built Environment. In May
of 2012, Marge earned an award of
Special Recognition for Outstanding
Service to Clemson University,
awarded to her by the Clemson
University Board of Trustees. Five
Clemson students enrolled in a
women's studies course planned the
event along with their professor, Dr.
Diane Perpich.
"On the day of the event, we
were ready but were nervous that we
wouldn't have the best turnout," Tara
Bozard, one of the students in charge
of the event, said. "However, several
groups of people came out, and we
were able to raise a decent amount
of money for the cause. In addition,
a lot of people enjoyed learning how
to shag and being at our fundraiser.
It was great seeing it turn out well
and to know our group raised money
in Marge's honor." All proceeds

collected at the Shag Event were
donated to Safe Harbor, a non-profit
organization located in Greenville,
dedicated
to
helping
victims
of domestic violence in upstate
South Carolina.
Safe Harbor's goal is to help
break the cycle of domestic violence
through education, intervention
through providing safe shelter and
support to encourage transformation
of victims. This organization makes
a difference for women and their
children by providing them a safe
place, resources and guidance to help
them heal and the strength to start
new lives. "We were able to raise
over $250 (we are still expecting
several other donations to come in)
to donate toward a room in Marge's
honor at the new Safe Harbor being
built in Oconee County," Mary
Sarah Komar, one of the women's

studies students in charge of the
event, said. "My group is so grateful
to everyone who came out to the
event to show support. My favorite
part of the event was when we all
changed partners while learning shag
steps. It was really fun to get to meet
new people and talk with them about
the purpose of the event."
This organization was chosen as
the recipient of donations because
Marge Putnam was a victim of
domestic violence.
Few people
knew Putnam was a victim of
domestic violence before her tragic
death last summer by the hands of
her husband. Because of this, the
Women's Studies Department chose
Safe Harbor to donate to in honor
of Putnam. According to those who
ran the event, South Carolina has
the highest domestic violence rate
in the country, which is one of the

many reasons the Women's Studies
Department at Clemson urges
students to become educated about
domestic violence. "Actually getting
to meet Marge's mother, Marge and
her sister, Barbara was my team's
favorite part of the whole event."
Kerstin Sanders, another student
in charge of the shag, said, "The
event itself was a fun mix of old and
young, male and female, strangers
and friends. We had tons of great
volunteers like Brandi Bargeloh, Will
Brown and our instructor Andrew
Boland, whose knowledge of shag
was key to putting on a successful
event. Thanks to the generosity of
Aramark and Jimmy Johns, we were
also able to* have a refreshments table
for our participants. The event was a
great way to commemorate Marge's
memory and to hopefully make an
impact on Clemson's community."

Pack-a-thon makes 37,000 meals
Feed the Hunger teams with Clemson students to provide meals for hungry children.
KRISTINA TONEY
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Oct. 26, Clemson
students, faculty and community
gathered with Feed the Hunger staff
to put on the university's first annual
Feed the Hunger "pack-a-thon" in
the Fike Club Gym.The pack-athon succeeded in packaging 37,000
meals, enough to feed 153 children
for an entire school year. Participants
of the event were greeted by Belinda
Staples, director of projects for New
Directions International, who told
them, "You are changing the life of a
child today."
Emilie Pinto, a senior, serves
as President of Clemson's Circle K
International and headed the event.
The planning for the pack-a-thon
began last September with 12 different
organizations making up a planning
committee of 55 people. Pinto said
that she was inspired to take on the

project after "Austin Gore, a member
of the Board of Visitors, presented
the idea to all Clemson organizations
and asked for someone to take
the lead."
"Circle K International is an
organization focused on serving the
children of the world, so we gladly
stepped up to take on the project.
We thought it would be a great fit for
Clemson because, as an institution,
Clemson believes in the freedom to
learn, and until the children of the
world have their basics needs met,
like their hunger, they will not have
that opportunity. It is an amazing
opportunity for the legacy of
Clemson's service to be seen around
the world." The event consisted of
three two-hour shifts with three onehour shifts in between each to allow
for a reset of the packing stations.
During each shift, participants first
underwent a 15 minute orientation

00 WU KNOW
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that introduced them to the Feed the
Hunger organization and the packing
process. Teams of 17 individuals
then headed to one of four stations
where they packed an average of
4,000 meals in the remaining hour
and 45 minutes of their shifts.
When the teams began packing,
the first boxes were being filled
within minutes with food packets
that consisted of rice, fortified
soy protein, dehydrated vegetables
and vitamin powder. Each packet
contained roughly six meals.
Sarah Knowles, a freshman,
wanted to participate in the event
because "We are feeding kids in
Kenya. It is an awesome international
cause and an awesome way to spend
your Saturday."Colleen Castro, a
sophomore, echoed this statement
when she said, "I want to help the
children get the food that they need
to survive. They are less fortunate

than us, and I want to help them."
Jennifer Shurley, associate director
of Civic Engagement, brought
her husband and two children to
participate in the event. "I thought
it would be a great opportunity for
the whole family to do something
together. I love the fact that the kids
are allowed."
Pinto believes that this event is
worthwhile as "Every day almost
16,000 children die throughout the
world of hunger-related causes. This
is a loss to our global society that
can be combated through better food
distribution. By having a pack-athon, we are directly impacting the
lives of children by giving them an
opportunity to have a better life."
She hopes that every participant
leaves the pack-a-thon with a renewed
commitment to service. "One of the
great things about Feed the Hunger is
that the event not only serves to feed

the physical and emotional hunger
of children, but it also feeds the
hunger we have in all of us to make
a difference," Pinto said. "I sincerely
hope that the participants felt that
they all made a huge difference in
153 children's lives."
Pinto said that the plan is to
make the pack-a-thon an annual
event at Clemson. After the event,
the boxes of food packets, all
displaying the Clemson tiger paw on
the outside, will be delivered to the
Feed the Hunger warehouse located
in Burlington, N.C. They will
remain there until next July when
Clemson students will hand-deliver
the food to Kenya. "During the times
when the packing process was really
flowing, the energy was electric. It
just felt amazing to be having such
a great time while making a huge
difference in children's lives all over
the world," Pinto said.
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FOR LEASE
BRAND OR SALE!
NEW!
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Come for the water.
Stay for the friends.
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Community Features
^r
fc^J^V
Planned Clubhouse & Amenities for 2013
■ Lagoon-Style Pool
m Hot Tub
■ Sun Ledge
■ Outdoor Fireplace
■ Large Fitness Center with Cardio & Free Weights
■ Coffee Bar
■ Game Room
■ Event Room
■ Golf Simulator
■ Study Area with Business Center
■ Outdoor Grill & Tables
■ Sand Volleyball Court
■ Basketball Court
m 8-Acre Park with Benches

Tom Winkopp Realtor/Developer, LLC
391 College Avenue, Suite 103
Clemson, SC 29631

■ 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 Bedroom Cottages
with an extra 1/2 Bath for Guests
■ Waterfront Pier & Walking Trails
■ 5 Minutes from Campus
■ Private Shuttle
■ Pet Friendly

Cottage Features
■
■
■
■
■

Wireless Internet
Private Bedrooms & Bathrooms
Granite Countertops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Washer/Dryer Included

PRICES START AT $554
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED!
864.654.7549 for leasing
864.654.2200 for sales
www.thepieratclemson.com
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HreaAt cancer awarene&A month
truunphA other awarene&A
October is filled with color, whether it's
from the traditional fall colors or the
Halloweeny black and orange. They're
everywhere, and we can't hide from them. However,
there's one color that stands out from the crowd and
that's pink. In the midst of the warm fall colors,
this bright color fills the streets in support of breast
cancer awareness month. Pink ribbons, T-shirts, car
stickers, hair — the supportive color is everywhere.
Throughout the month of October, breast
cancer awareness is noticed whether it's through
merchandise, events or donations held to support
this cause. It works toward raising money for
research, as well as the promotion of awareness
through education, providing diagnostic breast care
services and nurturing support for those affected
by the disease. According to the National Breast
Cancer Foundation, breast cancer is one of the
leading health crises for women in the U.S., as
one in eight women will be diagnosed with breast
cancer in his or her lifetime. In order to help raise
money and awareness, organizations, companies,
sports teams and celebrities have displayed their
support in a variety of ways. Specifically, Clemson
has shown its support on the football field and in
merchandise sold downtown, and Zeta Tau Alpha's
national philanthropy and annual fundraising
event, Big Man on Campus, works to raise money
and awareness. Even Clemson's own Dabo Swinney
actively supports the cause.
Every year, hundreds of organizations raise
millions of dollars, and because of the nation's
devotion to this cause, according to the Susan
B. Komen website, the federal government allots
more than $850 million each year for breast cancer
research, treatment and prevention (compared to
$30 million in 1982). Research and awareness is
important, yes. However, what about other causes?
Did you know that October is also the awareness
month for AIDS, domestic violence, Down
Syndrome, Lupus and more causes? It's true. Yes,

breast cancer awareness is really important; however,
as a staff, we think that it is important for other
causes to be equally recognized. By focusing on
only one cause a month, support is deflected from
other causes that are equally important. So, for the
month of November, here are a few organizations
that should be promoted more.

"Hey, you're strong,
and I support what
you're going through.

Diabetes: Imagine your body has the inability
to produce insulin. Insulin is a hormone that is
needed to convert sugar, starches and other food
into energy. According to the American Diabetes
Association, nearly 26 million children and adults
have diabetes. There are two types of diabetes, Type
1 and Type 2; however, in both kinds, the pancreas
does not use insulin properly. In Type 1, the body
does not produce insulin. Approximately 5 percent
of people with diabetes have this form of the disease,
while the other 95 percent have Type 2. People with
Type 2 diabetes bodies do not use insulin properly,
which is known as insulin resistance. According
to the American Diabetes Association, "At first,
your pancreas makes extra insulin to make up for
it. But, over time it isn't able to keep up and can't
make enough insulin to keep your blood glucose
at normal levels." However, unlike type 1 diabetes,
Type 2 is preventable. It's important to support this
cause because it raises awareness about this evergrowing disease, advocates research and provides
people with information about how to prevent
getting Type 2 diabetes by living a healthy lifestyle.
Epilepsy: According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, epilepsy affects 2.2 million
Americans and 65 million people worldwide. Every
four minutes someone receives a diagnosis of
epilepsy, affecting 1 in 26 people. It's the fourth
most common neurological disorder in the U.S.;
however, it is among the least understood of
the major chronic medical conditions, according
to the Epilepsy Foundation. For those who are
unaware of this disease, it is a medical condition
that produces seizures, which affects a variety of
mental and physical functions. These seizures
occur because clusters of nerve cells in the brain
signal abnormally, and this may briefly alter
a person's consciousness, movements or

actions. And
although there
are medications
and
other
treatments
out there,
several SS
people
who liveX
with epilepsyx
continue
to
have seizures, limiting
their daily lives.
Prostate Cancer: No Shave November. It's
known as the month of permanently tossing
those beautiful, sharp razors and clippers aside
and putting that extra foamy shaving cream and
aftershave into storage. However, this tradition also
supports prostate cancer. The reason for this hairy
cause has been forgotten, and the celebration has
turned into who can grow the longest or thickest
beard. When the tradition came to America, the
name itself implied growing facial hair, but it's
more than a symbol of masculinity — it's a way
to raise awareness. According to the American
Cancer Society, approximately 238,590 new cases
of prostate cancer will be diagnosed every year.
One out of the six men diagnosed with the disease
in his lifetime and 29,720 men will die of the
disease. It's definitely a cause to support. It fact, in
the past, Alpha Sigma Phi has participated in No
Shave November in order to raise awareness for the
disease. So let your hair grow long and loose. That's
right — let those stubbles grow. Once Dec. 1 rolls
around you can weed-whack that hair away.
These are just a few of the many causes
advocated in the month of November. Others
include Alzheimer's, lung cancer, pancreatic cancer,
prematurity and more. Awareness months should
be about supporting another person and saying,
"Hey, you're strong, and I support what you're
going through." However, as a result, several
diseases and illnesses go unnoticed. Even though
most of these diseases may not have events that are
as publicized as Breast Cancer Awareness month
that doesn't mean all of these diseases and illnesses
don't deserve awareness. Each and every person is
fighting for his or her life, whether it is physically
or mentally, and we think we should support for
him or her. Wear a ribbon, a T-shirt, dye your
hair or even change your cover photo to the
organization of your choice. More causes should be
promoted, and although Breast Cancer Awareness
month is extremely important, it outshines other
organizations. This month, step up to the plate and
support those November causes.

What diseases and causes do you
associate with the month
of November?

Steven Williamson
I COMPUTER SCIENCE

SOPHOMORE

I think of the flu because it's generally
cold outside, and it's flu season around
September and October.

Christian Johnson
SENIOR I HEALTH SCIENCE

ceo awareness is in November.

Haley Scruggs
JUNIOR

I GENETICS

Prostate cancer, but I don't think it's more
well known than muscular dystrophy. It's
the first one that came to mind besides
breast cancer.

Shakena Jones
SENIOR

I HEALTH SCIENCE

I guess it should be a year 'round thing.
Breast cancer is prevalent, but [other]
diseases may not be as prominent

Abby Vogt
JUNIOR

I INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

I don't know because I don't think they're
promoted enough.

Trey Billiard
SENIOR

I MARKETING

No Shave November — for prostate
cancer, but [I don't think there's a lot
of awareness] because of a lack of
advertising or it's not in the right places.

Shemeka Boyd
SENIOR

I PACKAGING SCIENCE

November has to do with prematurity.
The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.

Anaisa Figueroa
SENIOR

I HEALTH SCIENCE

No Shave November has to do with
men's health.
"
SARAH GFOSSE /opinions layout editor
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ffhe true meaning of a friend
TYLER PACUARINI

Columnist

Often times I've met with people who
talk about theit friends with little
enthusiasm. They're always getting
into arguments, and they talk about each other
behind their backs. Because of this, I wonder,
"Why do you talk to this person?" A true friend
is there to support you, make you happy and
be there for you. If you're "friends" with a
person who doesn't do that for you, then what's
the point?
Have you ever heard the phrase "blood is
thicker than water?" In my childhood, I had
the recurring problem of not having family
around. I had my immediate family, but
everyone close to us was a friend made along
the way. Aunts and uncles weren't blood
related, and grandmothers were replaced by
people who actually cared. In my life, there

was no blood, just water. There's a reason why
I place a high value on my friends.
A true friend is going to be someone who
will always be there for you. They don't lie
to you; they tell you everything, and a friend
always keeps their promises and will not stab
you in the back. It may sound strange, but you
can always really tell which friends are going
to eventually fade out of your life and which
friends will last through the struggles. Those
latter friends are few and rare, but keep them
around. You'll eventually need them.
A friend doesn't need to be the same person
as you. You don't need to have the same hobbies
or even the same interests. You're just supposed
to connect enough on an emotional level in
order to get along together. The majority of
my friends have different preferences than me.
I like it that way. How boring would it be if
everyone was just like you? But that friend
needs to be there for you and support you.
If you ever find yourself in a situation where

you need to impress them or suck up to them,
purely for the purpose of having them in your
life, then are they really worth it?

friend and can't say this about them, then
there's no point in keeping that friendship. It'll
just make you hate yourself in the end.

I don't have much to say on this topic
other than to be yourself. Surround yourself
with people who are going to be there for you
perpetually, and do the same for them. That's
what true friendship is. It's give and take. Don't
expect someone to always do nice things for
you and to never do anything in return. That
makes you a leech. And is that a reputation you
want for yourself?

If my message is nothing else, I hope
it's a wake-up call, so you can realize who is
truly important in your life. Despite what
you think, family won't always be there for
you. I've had friends who have stayed with me
through more trouble than my family has. If
you have unconditional love from a family,
then you are truly lucky, but that love isn't just
because you're relared to them. It's because they
actually love you and want to be there for you
like family should. Family or friend, surround
yourself with people you love and who love you
in return and be rewarded with a great life in
the end.

A true friend is someone who has come into
your life and will stay there forever. They are
someone you care for and someone who cares
for you in return. They are someone you can
do the stupidest things around and always be
forgiven but never judged. They are someone
you'll instantly remember in 10 years, and with
better luck, they'll still be there for you in the
same amount of time. They have the ability to
change you for the better. If you look at your

PACLIARINI is a freshman majoring
in engineering. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.
TYLER

Some respect, please
KRISTA WUNSCHE

Asst. TimeOut Editor

Most Americans associate the term "terrorist
organization" with a cult of bearded Muslim men
who bide their time in the desert, plotting new
ways to destroy peace, freedom and the USA. Unfortunately,
based on what we see on television. This depiction seems
accurate. The news doesn't spend much time fleshing out
"U.S. enemies." We've been taught to believe that terrorists
are motivated by a hatred of democracy, peace and our
country — the bastion of all things noble. There are obvious
problems with the American perception of terrorism:
terrorist organizations are in no way exclusive to the Middle
East, nor are they exclusive to Muslim extremism.
There's the National Liberation Front ofTripura, listed on
the Terrorism Research and Analysis Consortium website as
a militant group that forces locals to convert to Christianity
via gunpoint. There's the Provisional Irish Republican Army
(the infamous IRA), which, according to The Telegraph, a
UK newspaper, was responsible for the deaths of over 3,000
people in Great Britain and Ireland after a 32-year reign
of terror. And there's the Army of God, also listed on the
Terrorism Research and Analysis Consortium website, a
radical Christian group in the U.S. that bombed abortion
clinics in the '80s. Something we tend to forget is that no
major religion is free of extremists out to hurt others.
This naivete is a dangerous mentality to uphold. We tend
to think of terrorism in terms of "us" vs. "them" : Christianity
vs. Islam, West vs. East, Good vs. Bad. But it's never that
simple. There are Christian terrorists and Muslim peacekeepers. There are American Muslims and Middle Eastern
Christians. The careless association of the Middle East and
Islam with terrorists hinders our ability to work toward
positive change in unstable regions. It's this "us" vs. "them"

mentality that leads people on both sides to burn holy books,
inciting outrage and costing each other allies. We also forget
our own country's ignominious past with terrorism. It was
the U.S. that helped arm Al-Qaeda and the Taliban in their
rise to power. It was the U.S. that underhandedly armed the
Nicaraguan Contras, a militant group that tortured civilians.
Sure, that was before most Clemson students were born, but
the fact is no one's hands are clean.
Within our lifetime, representatives of our country have
done everything from ruthlessly killing civilians to torturing
military prisoners. Sometimes it's hard to tell who the
"terrorists" are. It is sobering to realize that that majority of
these U.S. enemies aren't much older than the average college
student. In fact, the word "Taliban" means "the students."
The group's origins lie with religious schools in Pakistan.
According to the New York Times, since U.S. intervention
in Afghanistan, the average age of Taliban leadership has
dropped to the mid-twenties, meaning the atrocities being
committed overseas are being committed by young people,
not old men in turbans.
If the U.S. is ever going to successfully protect its interests
in the Middle East, it needs to recognize that the citizens
there aren't so different from ourselves. It is not culture or
religion that causes these problems. Terrorism is the horrific
result of complex social and economic injustices, rather than
cultural predisposition. Yes, Islam is a major influence in the
Middle East, but people forget that a major component of
the Islamic mission is to bring peace to the world. Terrorism
is inherently at odds with the teachings of Muhammad, just
as it is inherently at odds with the teachings of Jesus. As soon
as both sides realize this, the better off we will all be. A tad of
mutual respect for each other's cultures and beliefs couldn't
hurt anyone.
i

is a junior majoring in bioengineering.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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J^" The problem of fantasy fictionj^^
EDUARDO A.
Columnist

it important. Fantasy has always been part of the
popular consciousness, and the literature scholar
who dismisses it dismisses some of the greats in
literary history.
William Shakespeare, Oscar Wilde, Jonathan
Swift, John Milton and Edmund Spenser all wrote
stories of the fantastical, and it was never seen as
anything less than amazing. There was a time when
it wasn't at all weird for fantasy fiction to be written
by serious authors. We know these writers had an
impact on the society they lived in. Yet, modern
fantasy fiction is somehow not "literary" because
it portrays the fantastical over the mundane, for
it highlights the struggle between good and evil
instead of a confusing lack of morals.

HERNANDEZ-CRUZ

Exactly when did literature become a field
for hipsters? No, really. Too often I've
been told that fantasy fiction isn't real
fiction, possibly by virtue of being too popular.
It's something that has often been beaten into
the modern critic's head, and recently it's become
popular to believe that fantasy couldn't possibly be
something important. Philip Pullman for instance,
claimed that he didn't actually write fantasy, for he
wrote "realism" (in case you needed more evidence
that Pullman's a deluded elitist). Terry Goodkind
keeps insisting that he's not writing fantasy
novels, but that he's writing "stories that carry
important human themes." John Green has been
praised for "saving young adult fiction" by sheer
virtue of not writing fantasy like other authors
for teenagers.
This school of thought needs to die a violent
death. Like, impaled with a sharpened stick
of mistletoe.
There are some people who've said that
fantasy fiction invading the mainstream is a new
phenomenon. And it's true our bookshelves are a
tad oversaturated with fantasy fiction. But fantasy
is nothing new, and I am bumbling to find a
reason why the highbrow critic doesn't consider

"We need stories to teach us
that dragons can be beaten."

However, something I've noticed about
"literary" fiction is that it's often a way of
informing us about how much life sucks. I don't
think it's a coincidence that there are several
people who don't read when we keep handing
people books about the downsides of being alive.
Can you blame them? That's not something I want
to write or read. I know life can suck — I went
through high school. There's a famous quote by
Chesterton about dragons, stating we don't read

stories because we need to learn there are dragons;
we already know there are dragons. We need
stories to teach us that dragons can be beaten.
I don't want to be that hippie who goes about
yelling, "Why can't we all get along?" because
trust me, I'm not. But I do want to be the guy
who says that we should be able to read and write
whatever genre we want without being outright
dismissed. There's "literary" fiction that's good
and finds the magnificent within the everyday,
and there's "literary" fiction that's bloody awful
and violently struggles to beat the meaningful out
of the meaningless mundane. Likewise, there's
fantasy that's incredibly brilliant and makes
you think in new ways, and there's fantasy that
makes you beat your head against the wall from
its sheer stupidity. You cannot dismiss an entire
genre based on a narrow set of examples. This is
pretentious and delusional. If there's one thing I
know, it's that telling someone their interests are
worthless is a quick way to lose someone's respect.
Fantasy fiction is escapism; I'm not going
to argue against that. Escapism isn't bad.
Sometimes some of us need to find an escape
from the humdrum world we find ourselves
in. As Neil Gaiman said, "Tolkien [the author
of "Lord of the Rings"] reminds us that
the only people who inveigh against escape
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Our nation has endured several recent mass shootings, rekindling the long standing debate on the state of gun violence in our country. Many press for stricter gun
control while others lobby the status quo or for less gun control. Both sides ultimately seek a safer environment, but how can we insure safety for all in a country
that is deeply in love with their guns?

DON'T PUNISH MILLIONS BECAUSE OF THE SINS OF A FEW

TAKE BACK CONTROL OF VIOLENCE

The Bill of Rights was designed and written by people who successfully ended an
oppressive government's reign. They understood tyranny and made efforts to insure that
this country's freedom and safety never faced those threats again. The founding fathers
drafted these rights as a protective measure for future citizens, but what good are these
rights if we have no assurance that the government will honor them? That's exactly why
United States citizens have the right to own and bear arms — to keep the government in
check. Gun ownership serves as a counter-balance to the possibility of oppression. This
is why we should have the right to purchase assault rifles and high capacity magazines.
Guns also establish a power balance in personal defense situations.
Banning assault rifles style weapons and high capacity magazines does nothing
to stop motivated killers. The killer who committed the tragic shootings at Virginia
Tech employed two legal semi-automatic pistols and a large number of 10 to 15 round
magazines. In the Aurora, Colo, shooting, where an assault rifle was used, less damage
was actually inflicted than in Virginia.
Why do school shootings occur despite current laws preventing guns from being
brought on campus? Is there any easier target than a facility occupied with an unprotected
public? Yet, laws preventing trained concealed weapons permit holders from carrying
pistols on campuses and other public places make mass shooting tragedies much easier
to commit. South Carolina already requires CWP holders to have their firearm hidden

You're sitting in class. You hear screaming and running. Gunshots are fired. There is
confusion and fear. Someone walks into your classroom carrying a machine gun; one you
later find out he obtained legally. You make it out alive, but many of your classmates do
not. A few years later, you're at the voting booth faced with the decision as to whether
there should be stricter gun control. How do you think you would vote?
Unfortunately, this is the reality for many people. Over the past couple of decades
there have been more and more mass shootings and no sign that they're slowing down.
However, over a dozen states recently passed a law allowing guns to be carried on college
campuses as well as in elementary schools, casinos and churches. And do we really want
guns allowed in the same building where curious kindergartens are? Children who may
find one and try to mimic behavior they have seen on the television when the teacher is
distracted? According to the New York Daily News, in 2010, there were 606 accidental
deaths by guns — do we really want to add to this number by allowing them in these
types of settings?
Guns are intrinsically dangerous. According to the Surpreme Court case Otis
McDonald et al vs. the City of Chicago, 90 percent of attempted suicides by guns are
effective, whereas 90 percent of suicides not attempted with a gun are ineffective. It is
simply a fact: the more guns there are in a country the more violence there is and the less
safe it is.

and on their person at all times, preventing children from ever encountering a weapon in
a school setting. So why not allow trained individuals to carry side arms as a protective
measure? If the principle at Sandy Hook was armed when confronted by the shooter it's
possible innocent lives may have been saved. As the National Rifle Association claims,
"the only way to stop a bad guy with a gun is a good guy with a gun."
At what point are guns safe enough for lawmakers? Do we really want to go down
that slippery slope? And with approximately 80 million firearm owners in the United
States, how can we justify taking away rights of responsible" gun owners because of the
actions of very few?

We're not arguing for a ban on all guns, but for stricter control on who gets them.
Some ideas include restricting the type of gun sold (banning machine guns and similar
"assault style" weapons), limiting the settings where guns are legal to increase public safety
or decrease accidental deaths, mandating that a safe also be sold with the gun to keep it
out of the hands of the wrong person (such as a child) and increasing the waiting period
for a gun, which has been shown to decrease suicide rates and some forms of gun violence.
The next time you debate or vote on this matter, think to yourself is an individual's
freedom to have immediate access to gun purchases really worth the safety of our
nation's citizens?

Although this debate feels polarized, there is one thing that we can agree on: regardless of any other restrictions or lack
thereof, we believe there should be stricter regulations to determine someone's mental status before purchasing. All of
the mass shootings and violent crimes occur when someone who is mentally ill or not in their right state of mind uses
a gun. If there was an analysis given before purchasing a gun to help determine someone's mental stability, we believe
there would be a decrease in the misuse of guns.

r
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Privacy: Does it matter?
EMILY HARVIN

Columnist

For those of you who haven't heard about the latest scandal
regarding to the National Security Agency (NSA), the
German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, and many of the
other European Union (EU) countries are outraged after finding
their phones tapped by the United States. Merkel's phone has
been reportedly tapped since 2002. According to Time Magazine,
Merkel's response was "Spying among friends cannot be."
I agree that a great deal of trust has been broken, as the
European Union and America have been great comrades together,
particularly in the war against terror. However, the topic on whether
or not this spying is right or wrong is up for debate. Many of the
allegations began with Snowden's release of information, which has

brought a good bit of distress among nations as fingers are being
pointed. French Foreign Minister Bernard Koucher commented
on the situation in a radio interview: "The magnitude of the
eavesdropping is what shocked us," Koucher said. "Let's be honest,
we eavesdrop too. Everyone is listening to everyone else. But we
don't have the same means as the United States, which makes
us jealous."
Is eavesdropping about jealousy, or is it about the right of the
individual? In addition to myself, I am sure several of you don't like
the thought of your phone being tapped. Not that I have anything
to hide, but it takes away a degree of freedom of speech because
you fear someone is always watching you. I can't say I blame the
chancellor for being angry. It is her personal phone, her country and
her right to make the decisions she does without being monitored.
She has the right to do as she pleases.
On the jealousy side, if the U.S. did eavesdrop, they have
information and are prepared to discuss the Free Trade Talks.
According to the Huffingon Post, These trades are important

because they could generate about 65 billion euros for the U.S. and
86 billions euros for the EU (at the time this article was written,
one euro equals $1.38). The U.S. is still known as a superpower,
and we still think we can get away with things. We also tend to be
allowed to break the rules.
The problem that really irritates me is that eavesdropping could
hurt the fight against terror. Countries are wary to help one another
without trust. Germany is considering rewriting all information
treaties and establishing a new privacy screen, which would limit
the U.S. greatly. I understand the importance of spying and the
need for vital information, but why must we go a backward way?
I think it is a bit of a double standard, as other countries do
spy — they even admit it. However, the U.S. got there first, which
makes them angry. But the U.S. went a little too far, not only
overstepping their boundaries but also their welcome.
EMILY HARVIN

is a senior majoring in English. Email comments to

letters@thetigernews.com.
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Let's not get #wifed
SAVANNAH MOZINCO

TimeOut Editor

9

Slang certainly has its uses. I don't always have
the time or enetgy to deeply explain to you the
complexities of what I want or what I'm thinking.
Neither one of us is prepared for that. In fact, why even
bother with proper grammar or structure at all? This
is our generation, and this is our language. We should
be able to do whatever we want with it because we're
inventive, dammit, and our creativity is being stifled by
tradition. There are better things we could be doing with
our time — you know what "perf" means. Don't make
me have to say "perfect" because those three seconds
saved are presh.
And if suddenly someone wants to change a noun to
an adjective, Urban Dictionary has made sure nothing
can stop them. Afterward, @ClemsonCrushes will pick
up on it, and we're left with a regular grammar coup
on our hands. There is little to no logical explanation
in the world that clarifies why it should be flattering
for someone to tell me, "You know what? I'd wife you."
"Wife" is a noun, not a compliment — or it was.
Now, I'm not saying I don't understand and respect
the institution of marriage. Promising to spend your
forever with another person, to know your partner will
see you mess up and yet you can trust they'll still have
faith in you as a human being — no, that's certainly a real,
respectable thing. But there has been something about
the latest phenomenon of "I'd wife that" is a cause for
shivers. It's not about two best friends hanging together
for the rest of their lives. It doesn't come after having
someone cry in front of you. Being "wifed" has become
more about the fulfillment of societal expectations in
a patriarchy in which a man chooses a woman who
"pleases" him than about forging a relationship with
someone and accepting the reality of struggles with a
real commitment.
Women are not your trophies. When you say that
you'd "wife" us, you're setting us up as a self-challenge,
whether you comprehend that or not. Admittedly, we

gft Just listen

feed into it too with our baby-fever, Pinterest boards
and chick-flick expectations. We could analyze this by
saying that society has ingrained a deep aspiration for
matrimony in us. Disney curated our desire for marriage
as the achievement of ultimate happiness, for nearly
every princess movie ended with a wedding. We played
with baby dolls, unquestioningly accepting we'd have our
own one-day, while unconsciously tying babies as solely
being the products marriage. The blame isn't entirely
resting on men's broad, muscular shoulders, perfect for
carrying said children and bracing themselves as they fix
things. See what I mean though? It's devaluing to have
your worth tied into how happy you can make another
person. Selflessness is something that is practiced by the
individual — it doesn't count when it's being forced
upon us.
It's also the positive reinforcement of ultimate
domesticity and sexual prowess that grabs at my goat.
The woman studying for her bio-chem is buried deep
in notes, maybe not wearing any makeup. She doesn't
get a single second glance that isn't mired in pity, but
at that moment, she — more than any pair of leggings
or amount of baked goods could ever emphasize — is
someone worth complimenting. And she doesn't want
your proposal; she just wants an "A." Assuming marriage
is a woman's ultimate valued goal, like it's the grand
prize we're striving for, and "complimenting" us on
our progress is choosing to ignore that we might just
possibly have other values.
I know I can speak for all women when I say this:
we appreciate being told we're welcome to be "wifed" as
opposed to ... less tasteful endeavors. And I get that it's
said more as a joke than a serious remark. But let's keep
it that way. Don't think that it's a legitimate compliment
to say that we're worthy of being with you forever
because frankly, you're not the end-all. If you are really
admiring of a woman, respect what she can do for the
community or how she's going to contribute and make a
change in this world.
SAVANNAH MOZINCO

is a junior majoring in language

and international trade. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.
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"I know I should just

KURT MAUK

Columnist

lighten up and get a
life, bro."

At 32 years old, I don't represent
a large percentage of the
student body, so my priorities
and frustrations may not resemble
yours closely at all. Bear with me. I'd
like to air a grievance or two with the
student body as a whole.
I can't recall a single class in which
every student was engaged with the
material being presented, and no one
had their cell phone out. While in
the military, I was trained to notice
details people take for granted — like
the fact that 60 percent of the class is
looking down at a 5-inch touchscreen.
How do professors manage to ignore
that? I suspect that many of you in
the normal college age range are so
conditioned to being surrounded
by half-engaged cell phone junkies,
that
you
don't
even
notice
it anymore.
I was alive at the beginning of
the information age, and I remember
my first cell phone because I was old
enough to buy it. It was a Motorola
Startac. It might have stored a few
numbers for speed dial. It didn't have
texting,-.-e-mail, Snapchat, Facebook,
Twitter, MySpace or any of that
crap. I remember what it was like
before people fixed their gaze on
tiny touchscreens everywhere you
looked, but I get it. I have an iPhone
now. I use it for everything. I panic
if I feel for it, and if it's not in my
back pocket. I'm just as addicted
as everyone else, but like a decent

person, I try and conceal my vices —
not sloppily engage in them without
any regard to those around me. I
mean, you wouldn't light up at the
table in a restaurant. So, why are
you tweeting beside me in biology
class? Do you not realize that we can
all see what you're doing? Are you
so gripped by your addiction
that you don't even care who
knows anymore?
I know you're dying to know
who all is* coming to Triple T's to
get wasted on Jell-O shots. I know
you haven't slept since you sent that
tweet to @ClemsonCrushes about
"the guy with the Jesus hair." After
all, who knows what kind of awesome
time you can have with a dude who's
currently reading "50 Shades of
Gray?" And believe me, I understand
how important these things can be
in the booze and drug-addled mind
of a college student. I know I should
just lighten up and get a life, bro. Do
me a favor? Try and see if you can
wait until after class for your phone
fix. Here's the thing: having your
phone out during class is more than
just rude. It's also very distracting —
not just for the instructor, but for
guys like me who are a little older
and slower.
KURT MAUK is a senior majoring in
English. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.

Paws down

A trail of Arby's fries led police to a man who was accused of groping an
employee at the drive-thru on Wednesday.

A huge, cat-eating alligator was tied to a tree in Florida, for a resident
caught the alligator and was feeding it cats.

An American Staffordshire licked radiator fluid off spare car parts in a
garage, and after being rushed to the vet, the doctor gave the dog onethird of a bottle of vodka to save the pup's life.

According to laws passed in Japan, it is illegal to be overweight. If one
goes over the threshold, he or she will have to attend counseling or else
their company will be fined.

Oct. 29 is National Cat Day. The event started in 2005, and this year,
the organizers hoped to find homes for 10,000 cats.

A teenage girl in France nearly survived a weeklong crucifixion-style
exorcism performed in order to help get rid of the "demons" in her
body. She was bound to a mattress in the
position of Christ.

Scientists have found a planet way out in the cosmos that's close in size
and content to Earth — an astronomical first.
The music of Britney Spears is being used as a new
tactic to ward off Somali pirates. The high pitched
notes are thought to be a good method to keep
them from boarding American ships.
There is a travel company in Japan that will send
your stuffed animals on vacation — a cheaper
alternative to making the trip yourself.

Julianne Hough received some backlash after dressing up as an AfricanAmerican woman in the new Netflix series "Orange is the New Black."
A man in China cut off his own penis in a
moment of desperation, for he was depressed
about his lack of a love life. He immediately had
second thoughts and went to the hospital, hoping
to get his sex organ reattached; however,
it was too late.
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By the time this article goes to print,
it will be one day after Halloween,
but because the definition of
college is "overextending any opportunity
to party for as long as humanly possible,"
Clemson will be entering it's second
weekend of spooky and slutty shenanigans
... which is great. Don't get me wrong; I
love "Halloween. How many times do you
get the opportunity to become anything
you want, even if that something is a
skanky Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle? The
answer is once a year. But while suiting up
into a new costume and being a pilot for
a night is fun, let's make sure to keep that
fun harmless, especially when it comes later
to racism.
Recently, the Internet exploded when
Julianne Hough, two-time professional
champion of ABC's "Dancing with the
Stars," country music singer and Ariel
Moore of the 2011 remake of "Footloose,"
arrived at a Halloween party dressed as
"Crazy Eyes" from "Orange is the New
Black." She certainly stuck to her theme;
her costume included the orange prison
jumpsuit from the series, an appropriate
nametag, her character's recognizable
hairdo — oh yeah, and blackface. And
that's when the costume shifted from
being uncomfortably racist to Paula Dean
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A culture, not a costume
levels of cultural awareness. (For the
purposes of this article, I'm not going to
discuss Hough's questionable and offensive
hairstyle.)
Recently, I've noticed that blackface
is trying to make a comeback, which is
something that should never happen ever.
I can't decide what is more disturbing:
the fact that people are actually putting
makeup on their faces in order to mimic
another person's race or the fact that these
people and hundreds of their friends seem
to find absolutely nothing wrong with this.
Blackface is more than just a gimmick for
a costume; like most words we use and the
fashions we wear, it comes from a terribly
insulting background.
Blackface is a form of theatrical makeup
that began around 1830, which was used
for minstrel shows, and vaudeville and,
film. It began as a way for white actors to
portray stereotypical black caricatures. I'm
going to go out on a limb here and say these
portrayals weren't positive in the least. Like
most terribly racist things in pop culture,
blackface established its role in the film
industry with "The Birth of a Nation,"

" How many times do
you get the opportunity
to become anything you
want, even if that something is a skanky Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtle?"

which is essentially D.W. Griffith's love
letter to the KKK. (Pro-tip: If you have
to watch this movie for a film class, don't

implications finally started to die out.
Now, the practice is limited to absurdist
comedy, like "Tropic Thunder" and
"30 Rock," — oh, and Halloween
costumes, apparently.
Not only is wearing blackface insulting;
it's dehumanizing. It represents years of
oppression, decades of one minority not
having their voices heard and then being
made into a caricature. Let's make this
embarrassing trend end. Unless you're
being a Smurf, an Oompa Loompa or
one of Gru's Minions, anytime you have
to paint your skin in order to change your
race for a costume, you are being racist.
Period. I know we're classier than this.
Let's keep it that way.

do it in Cooper. You will get looks.) After
this film, blackface was primarily excluded
from dramatic roles. As awareness for other
cultures increased in the 1930's, blackface
and its terrible racist and dehumanizing

KAYLA COBB is a senior majoring in
English. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.
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Clemson rebounds in shell of a game

Pain brings
us together
AARON RANSDELL

Sports Editor
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Watkins breaks school record for catches in 40-27 victory,
DALLAS CHILDERS
STAFF WRITER

One week removed from a harshly
disappointing loss against Florida State
in the national spotlight, the Clemson
Tigers (7-1, 5-1 ACC) stumbled across
some roadblocks in the red zone. The
Tigers were only able to access the
end zone just three times in eight
opportunities on Saturday but still
managed to take down Maryland (53, 1-3 ACC) quite handsomely with a
final score of 40-27.

AlthoughTajh Boyd and the Clemson
offense were unable to capitalize
on every red zone opportunity, the
Tigers still had a productive day on
offense. Sammy Watkins broke the
school record for receptions with 14,
breaking the previous record of 13
held by DeAndre Hopkins. Watkins
would not score any touchdowns, but
his significant contribution on offense
with 163 yards receiving would help
set up the run game and produce
rushing touchdowns from Boyd and
Roderick McDowell.

"Our running game is probably
the most impressive part about us,"
Boyd said. "It's something we've
been looking forward to this whole
season and to see it explode today was
pretty awesome."
Clemson was able to drive the
ball pretty well on offense to start
the first quarter, but was only
able to get points off of a
31-yard field goal from senior
Chandler Catanzaro. Maryland gave
life to their homecoming crowd of
48,000 by responding quickly with

a 71-yard touchdown catch from
Levern Jacobs.
Clemson would respond with
a lengthy nine-minute drive that
would set up a 29-yard field goal for
Catanzaro. The Tigers were down
going in to the second quarter 7-6.
The
second
quarter
featured
points only from Clemson. After an
interception from Jayron Kearse, the
Tigers would get a 25-yard field goal

see MARYLAND page C4

Defense shines in Lady Tiger basketball win
ELAINE DAY
STAFF WRITER

The women's basketball team kicked
off their season on Tuesday with
an exhibition matchup with the
Truett-McConnell Bears. The Tigers
got off to an early 17-0 lead and
had 23 points by the time the Bears
scored their first basket with 12
minutes left in the half. However,
Truett-McConnell began to gain
some momentum towards the midpoint

MEN'S SOCCER
Friday, 10/25
BC - Clemson 3
Clemson, S.C.

of the half, and the score was 44-20
at halftirne.
"I think that once we got out there,
we got off to a really good start. We were
playing very aggressively, especially on the
defensive end, and we were getting some
easy buckets. But we got complacent,
and once we became complacent and
stopped playing aggressively, we allowed
Truett-McConnell to start getting
comfortable and get some easy baskets,"
new Head Coach Audra Smith said
about the first half.

FOOTBALL
Saturday, 10/26
Clemson 40 - Maryland 27
College Park, Md.

"I talked to them at halftirne
about the fact that we needed to be
more aggressive on the defensive
end, more concerned about the ball
than just about our man ... and our
offensive execution had to be a lot
better. We came back out and seemed
to settle down and do a much better job
executing our plays," Smith said. The
Tigers certainly did have a solid start
out of the half, with the score being 6232 with 12 minutes remaining in the
game. They continued their dominating

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sunday, 10/27
Notre Dame 2 - Clemson 0
Clemson, S.C.

performance by finishing the game with
a final score of 92-49.
Nikki Dixon led the team in scoring
with 20 points. When asked about the
game, she said, "I think it went well,
but we still have a lot to work on as a
team. Letting a team like this, first
exhibition, come in and score even over
30, no disrespect, but that's something
we have to work on. I feel like we just
have a lot to work on, but it was a good

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday, 11/1
vs. Francis Marion 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

see WBALL page C3

FOOTBALL
Saturday, 11/2
at Virginia 3:30 p.m.
Charlottesville, VA.

As I watched South Carolina and
Missouri take their Saturday night
football tilt into overtime, I felt I had
invested myself deep enough into the
game to warrant staying up late just
to see the finish of this captivating
matchup. Normally I'm the type of
Clemson fan» that wants to see the
Gamecocks tank, especially because
of their head coach, but this game
was different. I didn't feel that hate
flowing through me; I generally
enjoyed watching South Carolina
play excellent football to mount a
comeback that put them back into
the game.
Connor Shaw played out of his
mind, and after tying the game at
17-17 to finish the game, it was free
football time. In the second overtime,
I watched as South Carolina
was forced to kick a field goal on
the foot of their walk-on freshman
kicker. All Missouri needed to do
was score a touchdown to remain
undefeated and continue their
quest for an SEC championship,
but they were stopped short, forcing
a field goal try that would have tied
the game.
What happened next, however,
was inexplicable. What should have
been a chip shot for the Missouri
kicker turned into a ton of speechless
Tiger fans. The kick had plenty of
leg on it, but due to the laces being
inwards towards the kicker and the
awkard angle from the left hash,
Andrew Bagget bounced the kick off
of the left goal post, and the game was
over. These are the same Missouri
fans who share flags with the St.
Louis Catdinals and the Kansas City
Chiefs, who are in the World Series
and undefeated respectively. And as
ESPN does, they quickly showed the
Tiger fans with their painted faces
and shirtless bodies with mouths
agape and water filled eyes.
Sitting on my couch, I couldn't
help but start laughing. I laughed
at every sad looking boy and girl in
the stadium who, earlier in the night,
were on top of the world. I chuckled
at the players reactions, and I giggled
at Steve Spurrier's comments alluding
to some higher deity watching over
his Cocks.
see PAIN page C3

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Sunday,, 11/3
vs. Limestone 2 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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ROB SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

After driving up the field at
will, it was third and goal, and the
Maryland Terrapins were knocking
on the door. The Terps were up a
point as Caleb Rowe, a freshman
and South Carolina native, looked
to pass the ball as efficiently as he
had done up to that point, throwing
a 71-yard touchdown on his first
drive. Maryland lined up in a trips
left shotgun formation looking to
throw for a second touchdown and
take an eight point lead as Rowe
dropped back. The Tigers played
a man-to-man defense and blitzed
middle linebacker Stephone Anthony
and outside linebacker Quandon
Christian on both sides of the line.
The ball was snapped and Rowe
scanned the middle and sends a dart
toward his receiver Nigel King, but
freshman free safety Jayron Kearse
stepped in front of the receiver and
snagged the ball. An impressive
return to the 25 followed the
spectacular catch.
The freshman safety showed
tremendous discipline on the play

♦
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— sitting back and scanning the
quarterback's eyes, while sitting in
perfect position over the middle
of the field. Kearse looked like a
wide receiver going up and making
the pick in acrobatic fashion.
Capitalizing on the mistake made
by Maryland's quarterback was vital;
anything other than a pick and the
Terps would be scoring points deep
in the red zone on a field goal or
a touchdown.
Clemson was starting to look
like a team still decimated from the
spirit-crushing loss against Florida
State. The Terps were beginning
to seize the momentum of the
game
after
moving
effortlessly
against this diminished Clemson
secondary, missing their seasoned
cornerback Bashaud Breeland for
a targeting penalty given during
the second half of the FSU game.
This drive was important to the
defense's psyche after being gashed
on a long touchdown during the first
drive, mainly because this drive was
already looked like a score for the
Terps. The young defensive back
gave the Tigers' defense the spark
it needed to avoid going down by

1, 2013 ♦
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a touchdown early in the second
quarter. Without this shift in
momentum, the Tigers may have
continued the downward spiral
created by the Seminoles the week
before. A big play from the secondary
was much welcomed after Jameis
Winston threw for 444 yards last
week — creating the illusion that
Clemson had no secondary.
Kearse decisively put himself in the
argument for getting more snaps at
the free safety position after a good,
but not great, performance where
he made some freshmen mistakes.
He was taking bad angles and
missing some tackles, but he showed
tremendous ball skills with the pick
in the end zone. Additionally, the
freshman showed some of the flashes
that earned him so many accolades
as a freakish athlete out of high
school — taking after his uncle Jevon
"The Freak" Kearse who enjoyed an
11 -year career as a defensive end in
the NFL.
Head
Coach
Dabo
Swinney
commented on Sunday about his
young free safety: "We want to get
Jayron in the game regardless of what
happens in the game. He won't get

any better standing on the sideline."
Kearse showed some potential in
College Park, Md., last Saturday,
,but the only way to develop him is
to continue to get him meaningful
snaps in close games. This safety
corps is young, but talented, and
only time on the field will help
this struggling position to improve
going forward.
This play turned the game in the
Tigers' favor, in which the Terps
never recovered after losing the lead
following
Chandler
Catanzaro's
third field goal that put the Tigers
up 9-7 in the second quarter.
Although
Maryland was
never
really out of the game, hanging
around until mid-way through the
fourth quarter, the Tigers took
command and never lost control.
The defense gave up some big plays
all day long, allowing for an inferior
and depleted Maryland team to give
the Tigers a scare. This Clemson
defense has lacked consistency in
the secondary, especially at the safety
positions, but hopefully Kearse can
continue to be a reliable option at
free safety to create a little depth in
the secondary.
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WBALL from page Cl
game overall. It was a good game
for chemistry."
One of the exciting aspects of the
season for the team was the introduction
of a new head coach, Audra Smith.
Smith coached at UAB for nine seasons
before coming to Clemson and reached
three Final Fours as a player at UVA
"She's crazy, but she's crazy fun, and
she holds us accountable, and that's
very important. She's always getting
on us, no matter what. If we're doing
good or bad, it's never perfect for her,
and that's great. I love her!" Dixon
said. When asked about her first game
as coach, Smith said, "It was awesome.
It was great. I love the atmosphere, love
looking around and seeing all the orange.
It was a great feeling to be here."
Looking ahead to the rest of the
season, Smith said that she's most
looking forward to — "winning. But
continuing to develop these young ladies
so that they come out every single night
and put their best effort on the floor."
Dixon echoed these sentiments when she
said, "I'm looking forward to the hype.
I'm looking forward to winning games
that we're not supposed to be winning
and just getting after it."
The Tigers have one more exhibition
game against Limestone on Sunday, Nov
3, and start the official season at home
versus Davidson on Friday, Nov 8.

Nikki Dixon (No. 21) had a team-high 20 points and nine

Chelsea Lindsay (No. 2) averaged 27.6 minutes per game last season.

Kelly Gramlich (No. 5) had 14 points in the victory.

Clemson thrashes BC, falls to Syracuse
HENRY HUTTON
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, the Clemson volleyball
team travelled to Chestnut Hill, Mass,
and swept Boston College 3-0 (2521, 25-23, 25-20). The dominating
shutout win was the Tigers' 12th
consecutive victory over the Eagles.
Clemson was led by an impressive
performance from freshman Leah
Perri, who had a total of 12 kills in the
match, including six in the final set
alone. Perri's solid game helped to
fill the void in the Tigers' game,
usually taken by the talented senior,
Mo
Simmons.
Boston
College
limited
Simmons'
impact
on
the game, becoming the first ACC team
this season to prevent her from getting
a double-double. However, Simmons
still put up very solid numbers,
contributing to the Tigers' domination.
Niki Collier also shone with 16 digs, a
new career high for the junior. Clemson
also received big outings from Kristin
Faust and Beta Dumancic.
The Tigers jumped to an early 10-4
lead in the first set and led for the
remainder of the set, despite Boston
College's fervent efforts to even the
set. The second set would prove to be
much closer and was even tied at 2323. However, after a timeout, Clemson
came out aggressive to get the final two
points and clinch the 25-23 victory.
Though the final score would not
indicate it, the third set was likely the
closest of all. The Tigers and Eagles
went back and forth, struggling to
a 17-17 tie. It seemed as though the
stalemate would not be broken, but
Clemson refused to let the match go
another set. The Tigers finished the
impressive victory with an 8-3 run to
finish the sweep.
The Clemson volleyball team then
travelled to Syracuse, where it would

Hannah Brenner (No. 15) led the team with .255 hitting and a career high 19 digs.
take on the Orange Sunday afternoon.
The Tigers would fight hard, but fall
in the end 3-1 (26-24, 25-21, 17-25,
25-21), despite Mo Simmons' careerhigh 28 kills in the match. Hannah
Brenner also stood out for the Tigers
as she put up very impressive statistics,
including matching her personal career
high of 19 digs. Once again, Clemson
received very solid performances
from Niki Collier, who had 16 digs,
and Kristin Faust, who recorded a
double-double.
The Tigers started very strong,
getting out to a commanding

17-10 lead over the Orange in set
one. However, a 12-3 run from
Syracuse would help them claim a late
lead. Clemson fought back to tie
the set at 24 apiece, but Syracuse
would then score the next two points
to clinch the set. Syracuse would
dominate the second set, never
allowing Clemson to get back into
the game, winning 25-21. With their
backs up against the wall, the Tigers
responded with an overall impressive
win in the third set, 25-17, which
they dominated. However, Clemson's
comeback was not meant to be as the

Orange dominated the fourth set,
winning 25-21.
After splitting the weekend road
series, the Tigers move to 11-10 (5-5
ACC) for the season. Clemson will
return home this week to take on
Virginia Tech on Friday and Virginia
on Saturday. This weekend's games
will prove to be pivotal matchups
for Clemson as both opponents are
currently ranked jusr ahead of the
Tigers in the ACC. A weekend of
tough yet winnable games could make
the Tigers' season and greatly improve
their ACC standing.

PAIN from page Cl
Then I realized that I wasn't laughing
at their misery or their misfortune. I was
laughing with happiness to know that
these types of situations don't just happen
to me. It felt good to know that someone
somewhere in Columbia, Mo., was
feeling the heartbreak that I've felt before.
I have watched the Clemson Tigers let
me down before, especially twice in 2011
when we lost to NC State and Georgia
Tech after starting the season by beating
three ranked teams in three weeks. I've
seen my teams lose games even though
all game it seemed like they'd win.
Remember the angry Clemson fan that
made his rounds on the Internet? The
one who tossed his hat left and right in
the upper deck of Bobby Dodd Stadium
in Atlanta? Well Missouri and all their
sorrows suddenly made all of Clemson's
misfortunes feel a little better, like a
Band-Aid over a blister.
I imagine that those Tiger fans felt the
same way I did watching my beloved
Denver Broncos hand over a play off game
to the Baltimore Ravens last season. I still
haven'tforgottenthatfeelingofpainmixed
with disbelief and a newfound hate for
the other team. Missouri fans will
probably never forget that moment for
the rest of their lives.
No matter what team someone roots
for, the feeling of pain brings every sports
fan together. If you are a dedicated fan of
a team, you have experienced heartbreak,
and you know how bad it feels. If you
look across the fence and see that the grass
may be greener on the other side, don't be
fooled — it's not greener and they have
felt the same pain you've felt before.
These tough losses make it ok for
grown men to cry and console each other
and for petite women to cuss up a storm,
but at the end of the day, we've all felt it
before in our lives.
So to all those hurting Missouri folk
who think that* their season is over, have
faith and remember that you're not alone
out there because every dog has its day.
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from Catanzaro after the Tigers failed
to reach the end zone once again.
Later in the quarter, Boyd would
finally put the offense in the end
zone with a sling to freshman Jordan
Leggett for a 5 yard touchdown
— the first time in the game
Clemson produced a touchdown
after visiting the red zone. Clemson
went into the half with a lead
of 16-7.
The third quarter had some
costly turnovers for the Tigers.
The first two drives for both teams
ended with punts. On the Tigers'
second possession of the second
half, a Watkins' fumble would set
up Maryland for a 41-yard field
goal. Then on the very next drive,
McDowell fumbled the ball resulting
in another Maryland field goal off
the turnover.
The Tigers would come away
with one more field goal in the
third quarter, when Catanzaro sent
a 24-yard kick through the uprights.
Catanzaro had a really productive
day for Clemson, making all four
field goals attempted.
In the fourth quarter, the offense
really started to roll. Tajh Boyd had
a 5 yard rushing touchdown, to
put the Tigers on top 26-13.

McDowell would make up for his
fumble in the previous quarter with
a 45-yard rushing touchdown to
put the Tigers up 40-17, essentially
securing the win. McDowell had
30 carries for 161 yards, and two
touchdowns against Maryland, a new
career high.
The Terrapins would score one
last time in the fourth quarter with
a touchdown reception from Nigel
King with nine seconds remaining.
Maryland and their injury-plagued
team put up a respectable fight
against Clemson but simply did not
have the horses. The Tigers took the
victory on the road 40-27.
"We knew it was going to be a
four-quarter game, and it was,"
Clemson Head Coach Dabo Swinney
said. "Good to get the win to get back
on track."
One noteworthy aspect that came
from this game is the Clemson
defense had eight tackles for loss and
four sacks. This was a very productive
day for the Brent Venables led the
Tiger defense.
Clemson has now won seven
consecutive games on the road and
15 games by double digits against
unranked opponents.
Clemson will be back in action
traveling to Charlottesville, Va., to
take on the Virginia Cavaliers.

Roderick McDowell (No. 25) scored his first and second touchdowns of the season against Maryland.
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Center for CAREER AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

MiCHELIN CAREER CENTER
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP/CO-OP PROGRAM

UP!C INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
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UPIC - Paid-On Campus Professional Internships
for Undergraduates -- All Majors, All Colleges
Intern on campus
12-15 hrs/week and
;ain valuable career
experience. Available
internships
are posted in
Clemson JobLink.

APPLY TO A UPIC
INTERNSHIP TODA
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Lady Tigers finish third at Landfall Tradition
MICHAEL BALIKER
STAFF WRITER

The first four events in the history
of the Clemson women's golf team
are in the books, and the all-freshman
squad should be holding their
heads high.
With a third place finish at
the Landfall Tradition tournament in
Wilmington, N.C., last weekend,
the Lady Tigers successfully finished
in the top five in all four events
this fall.
Alabama won the event with
a team total of 3-over par 867,
holding off runner-up Duke by
eight strokes.
Ashlan Ramsey,
the No.
4
ranked player in the nation by
Golfweek, has been the leader of
the Lady Tigers on the course this
fall and continued that trend at the
Country Club of Landfall's Pete
Dye Course.
The Milledgeville, Ga., native
finished in a tie for eighth against a
field that featured 10 teams ranked in
the Golfweek top 25. Ashlan Ramsey
came into the week with two wins to
her credit this season, having already
taken home the title in both the
Lady Paladin Invitational and Ruth's
Chris Tar Heel Invitational earlier in
the season.
After a tough start in the
first round with a 2-over-par 74,
The AJGA Rolex All-American
charged back the next day to
fire a 3-under-par 69, which
included six birdies on the round.
Ashlan Ramsey's 69 was one of only
three rounds in the 60s for the threeday event.
If it were not for three costly
double-bogeys and a 6-over-par 78

McKenzie Talbert shot the team's second best round with a score of 70.
in the final round on Sunday, Ashlan
Ramsey may have made it her third
victory in four events.
Still, the John Milledge Academy
product has quickly found her stride
in collegiate golf and should be a
force to be reckoned with once the
spring season arrives.

Sloan Shanahan finished in a tie for
11 th and has solidified herself as the"
No. 2 player on Horton's squad this
fall with her fourth top 15 finish in as
many events.
McKenzie Talbert finished right on
Shanahan's heels after a final-round
2-under-par 70 jumped her into a tie

Taylor Ramsey, a red-shirt this season, competed as an individual at the tourney.
for 13th. Talbert converted birdies
on three of the last five holes for her
second top 15 finish of the season.
Lauren Salazar and Jessica Hoang
both carded matching 5-over-par
77s in the final round to contribute
to the team's third place finish. Now
that Horton's young team has seen

glimpses of success on an individual
level, the focus needs to turn to
grasping that first victory as a team in
the spring.
The Lady Tigers will return to
action on Feb. 14-16 when they travel
down to Tallahassee, Fla., for the
Seminole Match Up.

Clemson dives in
KITTY SULLIVAN
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson women's diving team
opened their season on Saturday, Oct.
26, with a triangle meet against the
Richmond Spiders and the Georgia
Southern Eagles. The Tigers' second
season returns 10 of the 12 divers
who helped to found the program.
Katie Barolak, a sophomore from The
Woodlands, Texas, was forced to retire
due to a career-ending injury.
While she is unable to return to
the team in a diving capacity, she is
now the student assistant coach. The
Tigers only added Sarah Braun to
the roster, who is currently the only
Clemson student-athlete who hails
from Oregon.
In
the
McHugh
Natatorium,
the
meet
consisted
of
the
three-meter and one-meter events
and the Tigers emerged victorious
in
both
competitions.
In
the
three-meter, junior Chelsea Uranaka
won with a score of 257.35. Her
finish fell in place with her
previous season average of 257.83
in the three-meter. Her teammates
Emily
Howard
and
Jessica
Resler rounded out the top five
in fourth and fifth respectively
with scores of 234.15 and 232.80.

Junior Emily Yoder finished in eighth
with a score of 202.45, and senior
Heather Britt finished in ninth with a
score of 202.25.
The one-meter was the more
remarkable aspect of the meet,
with the Tigers sweeping the top
six finishes.
Sophomore
Megan
Helwagen from Mason, Ohio, won
the event with a 264.10, finishing
only .9 points away from qualifying
for NCAA Zones. The 264.10 is
her third-highest one-meter score
in her career. The rest of the top six
was
rounded
out
by
Juliana
Melchlorida with a 253.45, Emily
Howard with a 251.65, Chelsea
Uranaka with a 244.85, Sarah
Braun with a 234.30 and Jessica
Resler with her career-high 229.85.
Tabitha
Banks
finished
ninth
with a 221.15 and Jessica Doolittle
finished
14th
with
a
173.45.
Rounding out the Tiger roster
were Heather Britt and Bailey
Warren with 166.40 and 144.60,
respectively between the divers.
The Tigers take to the road for
the next match as they head north
of the border to visit the Davidson
Wildcats in N.C., on Saturday, Nov.
2, to compete in another triangle
meet against the Wildcats and the
VMI Keydets.

Complete Family Eye Care
1390 Tiger Blvd, Clemson, SC 29631
Suite 102 - In Gateway Village beside Publix

864-654-4141
;OMPLIT]
All types of contact lens.

•
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1 Hour Service Available

Like us on Facebookfor 10% off complete pair ofglasses!
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LAZY' LEGGETT LOOKS TO
KICK HABIT AND EXPAND ROLE

JI
GAVIN OLIVER
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Its a good thing Clemson's
tight end Jotdan Leggett has
talent because he is self-admittedly
lacking in anothet department.
The freshman and former threestar tight end out of Navarre, Fla.,
did not pull any cards by calling
himself lazy when he met with
the media at the WestZone on
Monday morning.
"I'm a very lazy person," Leggett
said. "Coming out of high school, I
did my own thing in high school."
Rated as the No. 7 tight end
in the nation by ESPN.com after
a junior season in high school
that saw him catch 45 passes for
608 yards and three touchdowns,
Leggett has had trouble with
his work ethic in practice while
adjusting to a less critical role
in the Tigers' offense during his
first season.
Thus far through sporadic
playing time he has caught just
six passes for 59 yards but has
two touchdowns. While fellow
tight ends Stanton Seckinger, Sam
Cooper and Darrell Smith have
tallied 231, 173 and 131 snaps
heading into the Maryland game,

respectively, Leggett found himself
at 92 snaps.
"Back in high school, I had
a bigger role than I do now
on this team, and I'm a lazy
person," Leggett said. "Every
practice that we've had so far, it's like
they're not able to trust me because
of my practice habits, but when it
comes to game time, I know how
to flip the switch and actually
do what I have to do to help my
team have the best opportunity
to win."
As a young player vying for
extra burn on the field through
the acquisition of trust from his
coaching staff, Leggett expressed
frustration with being unable to
garner it at times.
"Them saying they can't trust
me really makes me not want to
practice as hard because, I don't
know, I'm that type of guy," Leggett
said. "When they say they can't
trust me, I'm just like, 'What the
heck? Why even try?'"
Not even listed on the depth
chart last week entering Clemson's
road tilt with Maryland, Leggett
drew some of that favor from the
coaching staff when he scored his
team's first touchdown of the game
after the Tigers had stalled out in
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the red zone and kicked field goals
on their first three drives.
On second-and-goal from the
5 yard line with 14 seconds left to
play in the second quarter, Leggert
ran a wheel route and snagged a ball
ovet Maryland defensive back Zach
Stancel to instill his squad with a
much needed confidence boost
before halftime.
"You're going to see Jordan
more,"
Clemson
offensive
coordinator Chad Morris said.
"He's a freshman that's kind of
batded with what a lot of the
fteshmen go through, and he's
a young man that will continue
to mature, both mentally and
physically, and know that this is a
game in which you have to bring it
every day, even at practice."
Leggett's primary strength is his
unusual speed for the position that
coexisting with his innate ability
to run routes and catch passes.
While he noted those attributes
have helped him construct a solid
foundation withTajh Boyd, Leggett
realizes his blocking and physkality
must continue to improve on the
practice field despite grading out
well in the film room this week.
"I never blocked in high
school really," Leggett said. "I was

like a receiver; I was split out on
the boundary blocking corners. I
just had to cut off and get in
their way, but my blocking was
pretty well. I just need to learn how
to use my hands more and stuff
like that."
Leggett rotated in with Cooper
for the duration of the second half
after Seckinger left the game with
a bothered head, and he looks to
be in line for added reps going
forward with no solidified starter at
the position. Cooper has not quite
returned to form after projecting
to be the first-teamer before a
preseason ACL tear, while a gameopening fumble for Seckinger
against Florida State's and drops
in recent weeks have landed him
in a rut.
A glimpse at added playing time
in the future might be what the
doctor ordered for Leggett's ailing
work ethic.
"I'm going to start practicing
more harder now because I've
shown them what I can do,
and they've started to kind of
build a trust in me," Leggett
said. "I'm going to practice hard,
see if I can get a bigger role in this
next game coming up and see what
I can do."
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Lady Tigers drop two to ranked foes
RYAN FLINN
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson women's soccer
team faced the fourth ranked North
Carolina Tar Heels on Thursday night,
Oct. 24 ,at Fetzer Field in Chapel
Hill, N.C. The final score of the game
was 2-0 Tar Heels. After the loss, the
Tigers fell to 7-6-4 overall on the
season, while the Tar Heels improved
to 14-3 overall on the season. Freshman
goalkeeper Kailen Sheridan had eight
saves for Clemson in the otherwise
quiet afternoon for the Tigers. Even
with plenty of scoring opportunities
during the second half, the Tigers were
still not able to muster any points.
"We created several scoring opportunities
in the second half and were unfortunate
not to get anything out of it",
Head Coach Eddie Radwanski said.
"That being said, this is a game of
inches, and when you play the premiere
program in the country and don't
take advantage of your chances, you
know they will." In a relatively defense
dominating game, the Tar Heels were

able to muster just enough points to
beat the Tigers. After the loss, the Tigers
would go on to face the Fighting Irish
of Notre Dame that Sunday at Historic
Riggs Field.
On Sunday, Oct. 27, the Tigers'
women's soccer team lost their final
home game of the season to the number
12 ranked Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame at Historic Riggs Field. The final
score was 2-0 in favor of the Fighting
Irish. The loss dropped the Tigers to
7-7'-4 overall on the season, while the
Fighting Irish improved to 11-5-1 on the
season. Kailen Sheridan had four saves
during the game, and senior goalkeeper
Morgan Hert had one save during the
afternoon. Seven Clemson seniors were
recognized before the game with their
families. These seniors included Brittany
Beaumont, Hailey Karg, Erica Kim,
Deana Sherry, Morgan Hert, Tabitha
Padgett and Vanessa Lexgang. After the
game, Head Coach Eddie Radwanski
thanked the seniors for their effort
and commitment over the years. "The
seniors have been extremely important
to the team this season. This is a great

@PeytonsHead: If Big Papi dnves
in a few more runs really quickly,
Cardinals fans can make it to the
Rams game in time to watch them
lose, too.

Vanessa Laxgang (No. 10) had two shots in the 2-0 loss to Notre Dame.
group of kids. I can't thank them
enough for their level of commitment
to the program, their willingness to
welcome new players, their training
habits and the fact that they have always
been eager to learn and improve. This is
the group that ignited the turn around
for this program, and I can't thank
them enough for their efforts." With

CHASE HEATH
STAFF WRITER

We are introducing 4 ways to earn
college credit over winter break:
& Online Classes

r

Invent the Future1*
» Classes on Campus
O Education Abroad Opportunities

View Courses: winter.registrar.vt.edu
More Information:*iw7i7rei®re<

OUR FAVORITE
TWEETS ABOUT:
ffblCPAPI
ffWORLDSERIES

this shutout, the Tigers have not scored
a goal since October 13 against North
Carolina State.
The women's soccer team will
conclude their regular season in Coral
Gables on Thursday, Oct. 31, at 7
p.m. against the Miami Hurricanes.
The Hurricanes are currendy 9-9-1 on
the season.

Tigers return to UVA

Virginia Tech welcomes
visiting students to join us
for Winter Session!
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After a lackluster performance
in College Park against Maryland,
Clemson (7-1, 5-1 ACC) looks to
regain its identity of a high-powered
offense and stingy defense against the
unranked Virginia Cavaliers (2-6, 0-4
ACC) Saturday at Scott Stadium. The
game kicks off at 3:30 p.m. and will be
televised on ESPN. Head Coach Dabo
Swinney and his coaching staff have
been hard at work all week to make
sure their players come out in this game
looking a lot more like the number eight
team in college football.
Swinney and his team returned home
early last Sunday morning with a 4027 win over the Terrapins but, for the
second straight game, looked out of
sorts both on offense and defense. Over
the last two weeks, Clemson has turned
the ball over seven times and given up
over 900 yards on defense. As a result,
they have gone back to the basics of ball
handling, footwork, stance and starts in
practice and will go into Saturday's game
against the Cavaliers with a much more
simplistic playbook on both sides of
the ball.
Virginia, headed by fourth-year Head
Coach Mike London, is looking for
its first conference win of the season
and a huge upset over the Tigers. In
order to do so, they will have to have
huge performances from starting
quarterback
David
Watford,
a
sophomore from Hampton, Va., and
junior leading rusher on the team
Kevin Parks. Watford completed 43
of 61 passes for 376 yards and two
touchdowns in a 35-25 loss to Georgia
Tech last week, while Parks rushed 13
times for 54 yards and a touchdown
in the game. Kevin Parks can also be a
threat catching the ball, leading the team
with 29 receptions and compiling 285
yards and a touchdown through the air
so far this season. He will be a big part
of the puzzle for Virginia as they try to
wear down Clemson's defense with their

pass heavy offense and finish with their
running attack.
The Tigers will try to outdo Virginia's
offense with a one-two punch of
their own in the form of fifth-year
senior starting quarterback Tajh Boyd,
who is also from Hampton, Va., and
junior wide receiver Sammy Watkins,
who is coming off a career best
and school record-setting performance
against Maryland last week. Watkins
broke Deandre "Nuk" Hopkins'
record of 13 catches in a game set
last season by hauling in 14 catches
for 163 yards against the Terrapins.
Boyd completed 28-of-41 passes for
341 yards and a touchdown in the
game. Clemson also gets a lot of
offense from their senior leading rusher
Roderick McDowell, who carried the
ball 30 times for 161 yards and two
touchdowns in the victory at Byrd
Stadium in College Park The Tigers
will use this balanced attack as they try
to defeat Virginia this week and keep up
with third-ranked Florida State in the
Adantic Division of the ACC, which
holds a two game edge over Clemson
atop the ACC.
The Cavaliers enter Saturday's game
last in the Coastal Division of the ACC
and worst in the conference overall
record wise. That, along with being a
big underdog in the game, is not going
to keep them from trying as hard as they
can to upset Clemson, who still has a
lot left to play for this season. Although
their chances of playing for a national
tide are pretty much as good as gone
after a crushing defeat to Florida State
two weeks ago, they can still accomplish
the rest of their goals for this season.
The Tigers still have an outside shot at
playing for the ACC Championship, a
good chance of playing in a BCS bowl
game and as always, an opportunity
to defeat the cross-state rival South
Carolina Gamecocks. However, it all
starts with the biggest game of the
season for Clemson, which is always
whoever is next on the schedule, the
Virginia Cavaliers.

@BaseballSerious: At this rate
I'm calling big Papi inside the park
walk off win next game

@MLBJesus: He loves it
when you call him Big Papi.
#NotoriousRBI

©ItsMikeHill: Big time players
do big time things in BIG time
situations
.that's what you
get with Big Papi!!! #Clutch
#MadRespect

@Total_CardsMove: Why are we
still pitching to Big Papi?

©JonHeymanCBS: #redsox
sxcore 2 runs in 7th w/o big papi
batting. #amazing

@lamEvilTebow: Big Papi hasn't
run that hard since McDonalds
brought back the McRib

@JimmyTraina: New Yorkers
flooding Francesa's show
today w/calls that Big Papi is
obviously juicing. Pretty pathetic
& embarrassing. Sour grapes,
much?

@johnmanuelba: Just build the
Big Papi statue now to have it
ready for when the guy retires.

Compiled by...

GAVIN OLIVER
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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Clemson should emulate Duke with new ticket policy
KITTY SULLIVAN

StqffWriter

Last week, I outlined all of
the current issues with the ticket
distribution system and the success
of the Duke model. This week I will
describe how Clemson can implement
the system and the changes to the
current ticket distribution system to
be made to make a more efficient and
just ticketing policy.
Following
the
Duke
model,
the
Clemson
Line
Monitors
would need a cabinet and then
representatives from the senior,
junior
and
sophomore
classes.
Monitors would need to be IPTAY
members, avid Clemson fans and
undergo an application process to
ensure that each monitor would
make sure to implement the rules to
the best of their ability to ensure a
smooth ticketing process.
Those who choose to tent must
register their members with the
line
monitors.
Some statistical
information would be needed to
figure what the average number of
people in tents outside of Memorial
Stadium is in order to decide what
maximum and minimum numbers
must be for the line monitoring
system. The tenting season would
start on the Sunday before the first

home game distribution at 7 a.m.
From that time until 7:30 a.m. on
Monday when the ticket offices open
there would be five personal checks
implemented, mirroring the system
at Duke. A tent member must be
at three of the five personal checks.
Before entrance at Gate 11, a line
monitor would verify identity of the
person and make sure that they made
all personal checks. This system
would ensure that those who tented
actually did stay in line and would
allow non-IPTAY members who
tented for the duration access to the
IPTAY ticket allocation, rewarding
their dedication to Clemson football.
After a tent receives their tickets
a grace period would be allowed,
but they must also reach a
decision. They can elect to take
down their tent and test their luck
the next time they decide to set
up camp, or they can choose to
maintain their tent. If they choose
to maintain their tent, they will be
ensured the same location in line and
may benefit if people in tents higher
in line decide to forgo tenting, as
they would advance in line and
seating priority. To maintain a tent,
including the grace periods outlined
by the Krzyzewskiville policies, at
least one member must be with the
tent at all times, and half of the
tent's members must be in the tent
during nighttime hours. Again, the
exact numbers would need to be

extrapolated based upon the numbers
of those tenting now. Certain away
games would also garner a grace
period allowing our fans travel
time to support the Tigers. Tent
location on Friday (or Wednesday
for a Thursday night game) would
be recorded, so tents would be gone
for game day. The spot recorded
would belong to the group until
7 a.m. on Sunday, — if no group
member (or members-specifics would
need to be worked out) shows up, the
spot in line is lost.
Those who decide not to tent
would be subject to the grouping
policy. This would help to limit the
stream of students who do not stand
in line for their ticket and rely upon
their friend. When a group joins the
line, they register their group with a
line monitor. Before entrance at Gate
11, the line monitor checks that all
group members are accounted for. If
all group members are not present at
the time, then the group is pushed to
the back of the line. This too would
ensure people that are standing in line
and that they are earning their tickets
fairly. The equation for deciding the
minimum amount of members might
need to be adjusted based upon the
numbers of the groups waiting in line
and would need to be adjusted after
the inaugural season of this system.
Line monitors would keep track
throughout the season of how many
members of groups would be there

Tigers hold off Eagles, 3-2
CODY HANKS
STAFF WRITER

The No. 14 Clemson Tigers Men's
soccer team beat the Boston College
Eagles with a score of 3-2 this past Friday
night at Historic Riggs Field. The Tigers
move into double digits in the win
column, as they improve to 10-4-2 on
the season with an ACC record of 5-2-2,
while Boston College fell to 6-6-2 overall
and 3-5-1 in league play. This is the first
time that Clemson has reached 10 wins
since the 2006 season.

Manolo Sanchez gave the Tigers
an early lead when he scored his fifth
goal of the season on an assist from Ara
Amirkhanian. T.J. Casner followed up
with a goal to put the score at 2-0 at the
half. It was his second of the year. In the
55th, minute the Tigers notched their
final goal as Bobby Belair scored his
first goal of the season on an assist from
Thomas McNamara.
Boston College caught up late in the
second half with a pair of goals. Cole
DeNormandie scored in the 75th minute
on an assist from Zeiko Lewis. In the 85th

minute, Lewis sent a pass to Giuliano
Franco to bring the score to 3-2.
"I'm very proud of the guys ...
I am happy that we won our 10th
game, but we have two more, and we need
to work hard preparing for them. I think
the program has shown progress through
the process, and we still have more work
to do," Coach Mike Noonan said after
the game.
The Tigers play at Syracuse on Friday
night and will finish up the regular season
on November 8 when they host Duke at
Historic Riggs Field.

during checks, and based upon that
data at the end of the season, a better
minimum waiting number could be
determined.
The allocation days would remain
the same, however, if you have an
IPTAY membership. A ticket would
be guaranteed throughout the ticket
hours of Monday, as opposed to
having a certain allocation. This
would allow IPTAY members who
have classes during the day to obtain
their ticket on Monday, the day
their membership entitles them.
The remaining tickets would then
have an allocated number for the
remaining days.
With
this
new policy and
monitoring
system,
I
would
amend
ticket
transferring.
A
person would be able to transfer
his or her ticket to a friend, and
the friend could then reserve that
ticket. The friend would then have
to physically go claim the ticket by
the time the ticket office closes that
day to be ensured the ticket.
If
they do not claim it, the ticket goes
back into the general allocation and
would be given to someone who
goes to claim the ticket as a single.
Allowances to this rule would be
made based upon the discretion of a
line monitor, but the system for such
allowances would need to be figured
out. This policy change would adhere
to the philosophy that everyone
who wants to be at the game shows

that they want to be there via the
effort they took to physically go get
the ticket. Anyone who transfers
more than half of their home game
tickets would lose ticket privileges
for the remainder of the football
season in fairness to those who want
to be there but cannot get tickets
because a disinterested student keeps
transferring his ticket to friends who
have visitors coming for the weekend.
The amount of people tenting
would obviously vary from season
to season and from game to game;
however some might get satisfaction
out of saying "I tented the whole
football season."
The new system, based off of
Krzyzewskiville, would reward those
who tent, help close loopholes in
the current system and could help
incubate a new tradition here at
Clemson University. Of course, it
would take a lot of dedication and
work from volunteers and those who
tent, but if you look at our ACC
peers to the north, it has become
a hallmark in the college athletics
landscape.
The wishful thinking of Tigertown
Graphics comes from the right place,
but until we implement a better
ticket distribution there is no way the
current system can even be compared
to K-Ville.
Implement a system and maybe by
the 2014 season Dabotown will be a
thriving community.
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Manolo Sanchez (No. 8) scored his fifth goal of the season against Boston College
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"THERE ARE A LOT OF THINGS A MAN CAN DO WITH HIS TIME, AND FANTASY FOOTBALL
IS BETTER THAN ALL OF THEM."

ROBERT SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

What a week of aerial attacks, consisting of a few eye popping
performances at the wide receiver position to put an exclamation
point on a great weekend of football. There were so many close
games and near upsets last week that hopefully this week will pack
just as much punch. Some great fantasy matchups to look for are
Washington at San Diego, as well as the always entertaining Bears
vs. Packers matchup on Monday Night Football.

Players to Start
Robert Griffin III, QB, Washington Redskins, (vs. Chargers) Griffin comes into this game a little banged up after tweaking the
right knee he grotesquely injured in the playoffs this past season.
With that in mind, he should have a terrific day through the air
against a Chargers defense that has surrendered the second most
points to opposing quarterbacks, and the 'Skins are at home. He
has only thrown for under 300 yards at home once this season
,and it was against the Bears for 298. He should have no problem
matching that number to go along with a few touchdowns.
Eddie Lacey, RB, Green Bay Packers, (vs. Bears) — Lacey has
been as advertised out of Alabama since returning from his
concussion injury as well as racking up over 20 carries the past
four starts. Lacey should have a big night against the rival Chicago
Bears in his first Monday night meeting with Lance Briggs and co.
Look for Lacey to continue the streak of dominant play against
this lackluster Bears run defense.
Chris Johnson, RB, Tennessee Titans, (at Rams) — Johnson had
a pretty decent game last week against one of the NFLs fiercest
defenses, compiling 110 yards on the ground and through the air.
Johnson will have a much easier opponent this week as the Rams
have been terrible at defending the run (with the exception of
Monday night against the Seahawks). Johnson will continue to be
used heavily in the passing game if he's not getting things done on
the ground.
Andre Johnson, WR, Houston Texans, (vs. Colts) - Johnson
has had a down year by his own standards, but he is obviously
getting older as expected. But Johnson should have a big week
after a much needed bye week for a struggling Texans team with
quarterback problems. Look for Johnson to play the role of
safety valve for Case Keenum, the gun-slinging rookie from the
local university.

Alshon Jeflfery, WR, Chicago Bears, (at Packers) - Jeffery has had
a breakout fantasy season, thus far scoring 61 points, over the last four
weeks. He could have another dynamic performance to add to that list
when his Bears visit Lambeau Field on Monday night in a game which
could turn into a shootout The one thing working against Jeffery is his
new quarterback Josh McCown taking the reigns as Cuder sits out with
an injured groin.
Greg Olsen, TE, Carolina Panthers, (vs. Falcons) - Olsen has been
solid this year, remaining one of Cam Newton's favorite targets in this
Panthers offense. Olsen welcomes a shaky Adanta defense that has given
up a fair amount of points against teams with useable tight ends. Olsen
will ride the momentum of Jast week's touchdown to hopefully sneak in
the end zone against the hated division rival Falcons.

Players to Sit
Alex Smith, QB, Kansas City Chiefs, (at Bills) - Smith and the
Kansas City Chiefs have been the surprise of the season, being the only
undefeated team so late in the season. That being said, the defense
has been nothing short of spectacular and should be credited with the
majority of their early success. Meaning that Smith will not have a bad
game against the Bills, a game in which the Chiefs will almost certainly
dominate, but he won't have a great game fantasy wise. Sit Smith for a
better option this week the Bills defense has been better than expected
this season.
Steven Jackson, RB, Atlanta Falcons, (at Panthers) -Jackson returned
to action last week in pathetic fashion, receiving zero fantasy points at
the hands of six yards on 11 carries. The hamstring injury is definitely
still affecting this seasoned back and a little more time on your bench
will serve as beneficiary until Jackson is fully back.
DeAngelo Williams, RB, Carolina Panthers, (vs. Falcons) Williams is also nursing an injury—he sustained a minor bruised quad
— but will play this week even though he will not be at full strength.
Don't expect the usual workload that Williams receives due to this
minor injury, and going off the fact that Williams only has scored one
touchdown this season, I wouldn't start him unless he's getting plenty
of carries.
Torrey Smith, WR, Baltimore Ravens, (at Browns) - The Ravens have
really struggled to put points on the board the past two weeks combining
for 34 points in that span against mediocre defenses. The Ravens don't seem
to be picking up momentum in the passing game where as the Browns
defense has done very well against opposing receivers, only allowing five
touchdowns all year. Don't expect Smith and the Ravens passing game to
get going against the stingy Cleveland secondary this week.

Steve Johnson, WR Buffalo Bills, (vs. Chiefs) - Johnson
played a great game last week in New Orleans, catching
seven balls to go along with 72 yards and a touchdown. But
he and the Buffalo offense are walking into a buzzsaw
this week as they welcome the (8-0) Chiefs to what will
most likely be a one-sided affair, with Johnson squarely on
the wrong side. Sitting him this week would probably
be best.
Delanie Walker, TE, Tennessee Titans, (at Rams) - Walker
has been serviceable this year, scoring in three games but will
have a tough opponent this week going head to head against
Rams' middle linebacker James Laurinaitis. Look elsewhere
for fantasy points as the Rams have shut down opposing tight
ends this year, only allowing Jason Witten and Vernon Davis
to score on them this season.

Players to Pick Up
Zac Stacey, RB, St. Louis Rams, (vs. Titans) - Stacey has
been very impressive since receiving starting duties a few
weeks ago; he's had 27 points the past two weeks against
very impressive defense with run stopping ability. This
horse doesn't appear to be slowing down anytime soon as
he looks to rip into softer defenses over the next couple
of weeks.
Marvin Jones, WR, Cincinnati Bengals, (at Dolphins) —
Jones had an insane game last week against the Jets, scoring
four touchdowns on eight receptions with 122 yards.
That performance was only outshined by Calvin Johnson's
329 yards, but more importantly, take a look at Jones's last
two performances before the Jets. He scored a touchdown
and had over 50 yards in each contest, creating a sense of
consistency in this rising star's future. Pick up Jones now, and
hopefully this late season pick up can save a few lost fantasy
seasons out there.
Kenny Stills, WR, New Orleans Saints, (at Jets) - Stills
has gone off the past two weeks, scoring on impressivly long
touchdowns and racking up tons of yards with few chances.
He will get a great shot to score more touchdowns against a
Jets secondary that just allowed 50 points to opposing wide
receivers last week. He could top his past few impressive
performances this week as quarterback Drew Brees gains
confidence in the young man out of Oklahoma University.
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All In. Head football Coach Dabo Swinney's mantra
has spread like wildfire among us Tigers, and while it's an
important slogan on the field, it can just as easily apply to
giving your all in the classroom and in life.
Bowman Field. Bowman is one of the most iconic
trademarks of this university, providing a serene visual for
touring groups and a terrific recreational area come Friday
afternoons in the spring. Besides, what better place to host
ESPN's College GameDay not once, but twice?

J

Johnstone. Shout-out to one of Clemson's oldest
buildings that students love and treasure. Johnstone was one
of the earliest buildings on campus, and while it definitely
shows, there is something neat considering the fact that part
of that history still remains on campus today.

K

Knickerbocker's. Because you can never have enough
orange. Like, ever.

Library. Come time for midterms and finals, the library
is either going to be the place you have to be or the place
you must avoid, depending on how you look at it. Plus,
it's always a good fallback option if you need some serious
studying accomplished. Coupled with the reflection
pond, Cooper Library provides another of campus tours'
signature stops.

Clemson. That one's easy, though, because when it all
comes down to it, it's all about Clemson.

Downtown. If you're looking for something to do
Thursday through Saturday night, our one street nook of a
downtown may be just the place to you. Downtown also has
all the shops and restaurants a little college town would need.

Esso Club. Clemson's signature restaurant is one you
don't want to pass up during your time here. When you
come to Clemson with an appetite, it's the place to be.

Family. "We're a Clemson family. That's something
President Jim Barker has always said, and even as he retires
his presidency, that communal feeling among alumni, fans
and students alike will never fade away.

Greek life. If you're not in a fraternity or sorority,
you surely know someone who is and can attest for their
significance and magnitude both on and off campus.

"Something in these Hills." From Fort Hill to "The Hill"
our football team runs down on Saturdays, this Clemsonspecific phrase rings forever true.

iRoar. Where would we be without our lovable student
information and registration system?
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Military heritage. Our glorious cathedral of football,
Memorial Stadium. Memorial Park across the street. The rich
ROTC legacy here at Clemson. This university has always
taken pride in our nation's military personnel, whether
Clemson's own or not.
New ideas. Through creative inquiry groups, Clemson
students are always researching and developing new ideas,
new programs or new products to better the world we live in.

Orange. Duh.

Parking services. Public enemy #1 in the minds of a lot
of students. If you haven't received a ticket from this crew,
consider yourself lucky.

Quizzes ... and exams ... and papers ... and projects ...
and assignments ... and work ... and ... and ... AHHHHH.

Howard's Rock. Before embarking down the Hill before
every home football game, our football team rubs this iconic
symbol as a way of making their intentions clear to give it
their all.

s
T

Schilletter & Harcombe. Where would we
be without our fine dining facilities? Throw the
Clemson House dining hall into the mix, and
that's all that an incoming student could ask
for in their daily consumption routine.
Tradition. Waving hands at the end of the
alma mater. Clemson rings and the Clemson
ring ceremony. Running onto the field at
football games in more recent years. Not
reading the plaque on the statue of Thomas
Green Clemson until after you graduate. And
I've surely left out plenty others.

U
V

University. We take pride in being viewed
so highly when it comes to public university
rankings.

W
X

We too deep. For you young'uns who
don't know, look it up on YouTube. Ay, ay.your
all in the classroom and in life.

Y
Z

Core Values. Honesty, integrity and
respect. When they teach you those as an
incoming freshman, not only are those good
university principles to stick by but good ideals
to abide by in life as well.

An eX-boyfriend or girlfriend suddenly
makes this small-town a lot smaller. Downtown
ain't big enough for the two of us.

Y-Beach (Campus Beach). This ofF-campus
location is close enough that it provides great
recreational opportunities, especially in the
spring when the weather is prime.
Zoo. This campus and its surrounding
area is habitat for all beings, great or small.
Whether it's a skunk, deer, feral cat, stray bird,
squirrel, or even a beaver, keep an eye out for
these creatures of nature. Not to mention that
we're all Tigers on this campus too.
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Adult Status Certification WHAT'S
Take care ofa&ickper&on

Leah Vansyckel
Staff Writer
On October 3, He asked me what day it was.
I told Him, "OCTOBER FREAKING THIRD. SIXTEEN DAYS
UNTIL I'M NOT A TEENAGER ANYMORE."
He is the Man and the Power. He is the other half of the royal We and
the They in "Well, you know what They say ..." He is Adult with She,
the Woman and the Police. He laughed and said, "You may not be a teen
when you turn 20, but you're not an adult; that's for sure."
Insulted, I asked why they were bothering me. Still only 19, I was
more used to their indifference to my yelling four letter words at them.
Plain and simple, they had come to sign me up for one of the Adult
Certification Classes.
Here's what they told me about the system. First, you must gain enough
experience to reach your 20th year before they'll even consider you for the
certification. After that, you go through a yearlong introductory course
to help you transition from teenager to 21. Once you turn 21, they figure
if you can drink, you can start the more intense courses. Those courses
last for about nine years. There's a five year "college free" policy. If you
want to stop growing up or quit college, you just leave the course, no fee
paid. Once you turn 26, there's a small price. It's negotiable, but it ranges
from your immaturity to inner child to imagination. After you turn 30,
you're allowed to drop out with a pass/fail grade. Technically, you're an
adult, but it's not recommended to stop learning. Most people continue
for another 6 to 10 years, though it makes more sense to learn for an extra
10 or more. You gain invaluable "adult thinking skills" according to Their
brochure. Once you are 40 and over the hill, They'll give you a discount
for your children's certification courses if you stay with the program.
Thoroughly intrigued, I signed up. I've recorded a couple lectures and
transposed them here to share

'Be able to cook a balanced meal
He: I say grilled cheese counts as an adequate, balanced meal. Cheese
is dairy and protein. Bread, especially whole wheat with those seeds on
top, has good healthy carbs combined with seeds. Guys, seeds. They're
all the rage at Whole Foods, and we all know that Whole Foods is totally
rational and always right. Use olive oil instead of butter and boom —
healthy fats.
She: I completely disagree, but He's operating from the same concept.
Basically, adults need to know how to nourish themselves. Papa John isn't
the one helping. Make sure you have healthy and appetizing meals in your
repertoire, or you're no better than sonny-boy eating from grandma's lap.
•D.rink your coffee black
• Clean the kitchen while you cook
• Read the news
•BE ON TIME

She: So it's double points if you can take care of a boy.
He: Triple points if it's a girl during her ...
She: SEXIST!
He: Anyways, basically, you just have to be able to put yourself
aside for one day and completely submit yourself to the needs of the
sick person. Getting your work done is second to the invalid's health,
regardless of how many times she ...
She: or HE.
He: changes her mind.

'Budget
He: I called this "Haagen Daz" or "Southern Comfort."
She: And I call this "No! You can't buy that third pair of completely
unnecessary Jack Rogers!"
He: Figure out how much money you have. Then —
She: Figure out what you should spend it on and what you will spend
it on and be happy with your decision.
He: Re-evaluate often.

flay with Children
He: If you've forgotten how to play with just a box and create a whole
world inside of it —
She: You should be ashamed of your status as a human, let alone your
statis as an adult.
He: Real adults, they all know how to play with kids and help them
stay innocent.
She: "I think therefore I am" is only half of the truth.
He: It should be, "I think well, therefore I am an adult."
She: A lot of people in the world who are still taking our course, like
John Boehner and Miley Cyrus, have failed that test multiple times over.
He: Children actually can't think the same way adults can and make
awesome decisions that require foresight, observation, yada yada yada.
She: That's why you need to learn to think well.
He: I recommend to those that I affectionately call my "twentysomethings" to practice thinking well by doing things without
instructions. Smart phones are killing our brains!
She: For example, try making popcorn on the stove from kernels. Or
make a cup of coffee. Get the list of ingredients and then figure it out
yourself. If it tastes good, you developed a method that succeeds and that
is thinking well.
I'm excited for my next few lessons. However, don't tell my professors,
but I put blue dye in their coffee every day. I figure I'll pay them in pranks
and give them free child-status certification.

DON'T

• Complain about your drama on
every. Single. Social. Network.
• Burn bridges
• Ride rolling chairs at work
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Dr. Dog
The Orange Peel
Asheville, N.C.

Stride of Pride
Halloweekend is one of my favorite parts of fall. It's when we, as college
girls, find creative ways to make even the most mundane occupations into
acceptably slutty alter-egos. Nothing is safe. I mean, I have certainly never
thought of any of my professors as being particularly sexy, but seeing the
naughty professor costume has me wondering if maybe my lit professor
wears fishnets under rhose sensible slacks. You thought a TV character
from your childhood on Cartoon Network and Disney Channel would
be off-limits and un-sexifiable? Wait 'til you see naughty Lizzie McGuire
or the Power Puff Girls dressed in exceptionally short dresses.
I love Halloween because it allows us to be someone or something we
couldn't be in our everyday life. And hey, how can you truly know you
want to be a doctor when you grow up unless you go to a party in a lab
coat ... and nothing else? What's great about Halloween is that dressing
as someone you aren't normally — and knowing you look totally hot
— means that you feel more empowered in your interactions with the
opposite sex. I know I personally would feel more confident approaching
a buff firefighter if I myself were a naughty schoolgirl instead of my
everyday Mona Wild ... because nothing says power like channeling your
inner Britney, b****, from the "Hit Me Baby One More Time" video.
Halloweekend is the time to be and do things that maybe aren't as

1ST

kosher ar other times of the year. There's that feeling of mischief in the air,
and frankly I think it's better to push the envelope with your outfit than
to go egg a house or kick in a pumpkin or whatever. And if something
doesn't go as planned and Prince Charming falls for Catwoman instead
of your interpretation of Dora the Explorer-of-her-sexuality, there are
certainly plenty of fun-sized candy bars to soothe even the worsr regrets
or embarrassing moments.
But if we're getting down to the nitty gritty of what Halloween is
infamous for, it's the morning after "walk of shame" taken by all the
superheroes, sassy cops, sexy fairies and totally hot bumblebees. Now,
I don't know about any of y'all, but I have a bit of a problem with
considering the morning after voyage back home as shameful. What's so
wrong with getting a bit carried away by your alter-ego and spending
the night with a bearded lumberjack? I mean, Halloweekend is the only
time you even have the opportunity to hook up with Batman. Forget the
walk of shame. You should take a stride of ptide instead, armed with the
knowledge that you had a night to remember. And even if you do feel
a bit embarrassed on your journey home after a spooktastic night, just
remember, no one will even recognize you ... unless you normally dress
like a slutty nurse.

'This advice is brought to you on behalf of Mona Wild and does not necessarily represent the views of The Tiger.
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THIS WEEK'S
Memorial
Russian Circles

iriHrtrb

TimeOut says:
The new album sticks with the band's
tradition of large electronic symphonies
suited for action-packed apocalypse
movies. The tracks alternate between
slower piano-heavy harmonies and
swelling percussive electronics.

Corsicana Lemonade
White Denim

itirirtrtf

TimeOut says:
If s fast-paced funky guitar complimented
with snappy lyrics. Each track follows its
own course — no monotonous refrain
here. The overall effect is fun, upbeat and
unquestionably danceable.

Wed 21
Juana Molina
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It MfjM fre* A-rf WHO tH© F*** iS
Cody Smoldt
Columnist
I woke up from a nap last week on a Thursday
afternoon to discover that the new Arcade Fire
album "Reflektor," was available for streaming in
the form of a gargantuan, 85-minute lyric video set
to visuals from the '59 film "Black Orpheus." After
sending a few excited texts and tweets, I stopped
doing everything I was supposed to be doing and
just listened.
"Reflektor" was promoted with an aggressive
guerilla marketing campaign. Haitian-veve inspired
street art incorporating the albums title began
to pop up in early August. It's hard not to draw
comparisons to the video projections used earlier this
year by Kanye West to promote "Yeezus." After their
previous album, "The Suburbs," won the Grammy
for Album of the Year in 2011, people were asking
"Who the f*** is Arcade Fire?" It's 2013 and I'm
still not sure if we have an answer. "Reflektor" just
adds more questions.
The album was inspired by a trip multiinstrumentalist Regine Chassagne, and frontman
Win Butler took to Chassagne's home country of
Haiti. Though the bandmates have been married
since 2003, this was Buder's first trip to his wife's
home. While there, he was deeply affected by the
country's culture and influences, particularly 'Rara'
music (a popular form of music played in street
processions and festivals that originated in Haiti).
The album was also recorded with former LCD
Soundsystem (R.I.P.) frontman and producer James
Murphy. His presence is immediarely obvious;
nearly every track on "Reflektor" is danceable.
For a band who typically sings songs about cities
buried in snow and empty wastelands, the songs on
their new album sound like these guys are having

arcaDe Fire?
fun. The tempo fake-out on "Here Comes the Night
Time" sounds like a carousel flew off its axis. Short
vocal snippets are scattered across the whole album.
("Do you like rock'n'roll music? 'Cause I don't
know if I do ..." Butler ponders at the beginning of
"Noimal Person"). Despite Butler's apprehensions,
"Reflektor" is one hell of a rock record. Just listen to
the guitars on "Normal Person." The rhythm section
has always been an important part of Arcade Fire's
sound, but on "Reflektor" the band had one goal —
to make you dance. How did they do this? "If you
can get James (Murphy) tapping his foot, you know
you're on the right track," Butler said.
"Reflektor" is a double album with a run
time of nearly 90 minutes, although it feels much
shorter. Time flies when you're dancing and having
a good time. Still, the album is blanketed by a
faint sense of unease. Horn contributions from

KeYTTOCKS
HeRe comes bue me+Hb Time
noRmcL peRson
CWVFU.

TimeOut says:
In the style of her earlier albums, the
Argentinean singer takes percussive
pizzicato sounds and overlays them with
ethereal harmonizations for an offbeat
meandering feel.

Chance of Rain
Laurel Halo

itirtrCrCT

af1ffr^^,.aa^

TimeOut says:
Halo brings order out of chaos, rhythm
ordered into electronic noise. The effect
is an album in which bits of tune and
rhythm come tantalizingly close to the
surface before quickly fading back into
white noise.

i

simple recipe.
First, bake your sweet potato by creating slits
with a knife all around the exterior of the root.
Wrap in tin foil and toss it in the oven for about
30 minutes at 350 degrees. (You don't literally have
to toss the sweet potato in the oven. I just do that
because, quite frankly, ovens scare me, and I do
not like them. No matter how hard I try not to
get burned, it always ends up happening.) Anyway,
while your sweet potato is slowly but surely baking,
create your own cinnamon butter.
All you need is a stick of butter, powdered
sugar, natural honey and ground cinnamon. It's
not a lot of ingredients, and these are usually just

butter and melt
on top of rolls you
might prepare one
evening. Let's face
it — butter goes

well with almost anything.
Once your sweet potato is done baking in the
oven, get a nice spoonful of your butter and serve
on top. I had this for a meal itself because it is
super easy, but also you can try it with some baconwrapped chicken and sauteed kale.
The baked sweet potato with the melted
cinnamon butter should be the perfect complement
to these savory items. I dare you to try it.
The next recipe I suggest trying would be a
simple traditional sweet potato souffle, which will
be perfect for the upcoming holidays. Your family
or friends will be impressed with this dish.
Start by boiling three small or medium
sized sweet potatoes for about 15 minutes.
Once
cooked,
drain
the
remaining water off and mash
the potatoes to a smooth texture.
I realize there has been a lot of butter
in this article, but as a Southern lady, I
highly recommend throwing in a half
stick of butter along with the mashed
product. What?
We all know that fat adds a

ingredients. No worries, you will get a good
amount of butter from this. Either make several

lot of flavor to food, and I want this
to be a very flavorful dessert for y'all.
If you feel guilty about taking several
bites from this recipe, go for a nice relaxing

sweet potatoes and share with friends or save the

run afterwards. I know I will.

hiding in your cupboards.
Soften the butter and stir in the remaining

sccro
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die s Kitchen
This week I have been obsessed with sweet
potatoes, so as you can imagine, I went to the
grocery store to buy lots and lots of these wonderful
Convolvulaceae species. I ended up buying too
many of the tuberous root vegetables, so of course
I wanted to explore some recipes that were fallrelated. I have two recipes for all the students
craving fall — both are very delicious and simple.
If you have sweet potatoes lying around or
you are in the mood for them, I'd suggest this very

long-time collaborator Colin Stetson just sound
uncomfortable. Lyrically, Butler struggles with big
and unanswerable questions of life. It's possible
that even he still doesn't know the answer to the big
question — "who the **** is Arcade Fire?" I can't
wait to find out.
"Reflektor" was released to the worldwide
public on October 28.

Finish your sweet potato mixture by adding
sugar, eggs and vanilla flavoring. Once you
have your mixture, pour it into a casserole dish,
preferably into a 9 by 13 pan or an aluminum pie
pan. A sweet potato souffle is nothing without a
crust. To make the crust, combine margarine,
brown sugar, flour and chopped pecans.
You'll then spread this over your sweet potato
mixture and bake in the oven for 30 minutes at 350
degrees. Be prepared for a wonderful sweet smell to
permeate your home.
That's enough sweet potatoes for now. Enjoy
everyone, and, as always, happy cooking!
—Kathryn Davis, Columnist

"fogredienk
Cinnamon
Butter
1 stick of butter (softened)
1 cup of powdered sugar
i cup of natural honey
1 tablespoon of ground cinnamon
Sweet Potato Souffle
Mixture: 3 cups of small mashed sweet potatoes
J cup margarine, softened
1 cup of sugar
2eggs
Topping: 1 teaspoon of vanilla flavoring
i cup margarine (softened)
1 cup of feght brown sugar
1/3 cup of flour
1 cup of chopped pecans
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MONEY IS THE MASTER

KristaWunsche
Asst. TimeOut Editor
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TimeOut says:
This summers extensive flooding did the equivalent
of a Btuce-Lee-round-house-kick-to-the-face to much
of the Botanical Gardens. I'm talking ripped up paths,
debris and seas of silt (there are pictures on their website).
Months later, some trails are still out of commission due
to extensive damage. The lovely people of the Botans
are raising the money to rebuild because, unfortunately,
the damage isn't covered by insurance. I do know that
an awesome job will be done in restoring the gardens
to their former glory. But before they get started, I have
a few modest requests. As much as I love the gardens
as they were, I truly believe that a few simple additions
would take them to an all-new level of garden superiority.
Simply restoring former glory is overrated — why not
use this rebuilding as an excuse to add some grandeur?
For example, it shouldn't be too difficult to add in...

SOM6

This French film offers a witty, cynical
look at the world of big banking
through the eyes of a newly appointed
investment bank CEO, who starts out
hoping to make a difference for the
little guy.

The Counselor

#••••

stem treehouses

Now hear me out on this one, guys. There ain't nobody who doesn't like treehouses. Unless you had a scarring childhood experience with trees or are strangely,
deathly allergic to them, almost everyone desperately wanted a tree house when they
were a kid. And how many college students are too adult for childhood fun? None.
That's how many. The Swiss Family Robinson knew what was up.

College life can get stressful, but one of the best ways to relieve tension I can think of is to
swing around in trees. What, you guys don't do that? You should start. How else do monkeys
stay so chill? Now, I'm not saying that we need to start growing our own bananas — though
if that can be fit into the budget, I would not object to it at all — but I do think that aTarzan
jungle-gym vine-apparatus would do good for our student population. We all have a noble little
savage inside of us.
It's practically already the holiday season, at least that's what store decorations
are telling me. And what creates more holiday cheer than reindeer? I know they
don't typically live in the South, but I think that that uniqueness is just what
Clemson needs to push into the Top 20. Tourists would come from all over to see
our wild reindeer in the Botanical Gardens, and the research opportunities would
be endless. My PhD thesis would definitely be on reindeer-aerodynamics. I'm just
saying, University of Georgia wouldn't stand a chance keeping their No. 20 spot if
we were to come riding in on reindeer.

TimeOut says:
A lawyer gets pulled into deep water
when he gets involved in a drug ring.
It's an action and thrill packed film
flooded with big names like Brad Pitt,
Cameron Diaz and Penelope Cruz.

I Am Divine

#••••

A f6W hObbit HOieS
There have to be some Hobbits outside of the Shire, and honestly, it's
unfair of us to refuse them sanctuary. In fact, I would go as far as to call
it a crime, how Hobbit-a-phobic our society is. The lush greenery of the
Botanical Gardens seems the only suitable place for such a nature-loving
people. Just imagine the number of Hobbit-student applicants
who would come rushing in were we to offer hobbit housing.
Clemson would become the innovators of Hobbit rights.
As a school devoted to diversity, this is obviously our
only logical path.

TimeOut says:

KENDALL SEAGROVES/timeout layout editor

The documentary follows the story
of drag queen extraordinaire,
Divine (also known as Harris Glenn
Milstead). There's all the drama,
performance and drag you'd expect
with the added promise of history and
plenty of absurdity.
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As its title would suggest the lineup for Mountain Oasis was skewed
toward the electronic with the promises of big bass, tricky sequencers and
looping synthesizers coming from a mash of popular domestic acts as well as
burgeoning foreign imports. And of course, there was the absolute onslaught of
decked out attendees in every manner of neon painted, flashing light-up glove,
furry-hood wearing variety. Everyone was prepared to lose their minds (and as
the weekend's exceedingly successful acts progressed, there were more and
more reasons to), but it was actually going to be the more rock and orchestral
themes that could lay claim to exciting the most praise. Festival organizers
navigated a seven-piece cancellation with last minute additions and time shifts,
but their headache paid off in the best way possible as the enthused crowd of
ravers and devote Nhe Inch Nail fans alike flocked to Ashevlle this weekend.
The weekend opened with Seattle's multi-stylistic, multi-hstrumentalist
composer Jherek Bischoff half-jokingly offer his services as Bulleit Bourbons new
spokesperson. Charming and impeccably dressed, from his gelled pompadour
and Johnny Cash-esque suit down to the tips of his white whgtip shoes, hen1
certainly give Bil Murray (crca "Lost in Translation") a run for his money. But let's
hold the sponsorship off a bit longer — red be a shame to have Bischoff focused
on anything but spreading the wonderful work of his collaborative debut album,
"Composed? which he put together from various recordings spanning several
different musicians' Uvhg rooms, including festival-mate Zola Jesus (whom many
might have expected to make a guest appearance, but alas _). Onstage, all
the pieces came together smoothly. Biscoff played well with the audience,
getting us to vocalize the basslhe whle pulling in some hometown points with
his recruitment of a local string quartet and members of Ashevile's People Get
Ready. While I would have been content to stay under the spell of his lyrical
compositions (which were suprisingLy reminiscent of his more rock-toned past
projects with Xiu Xiu and Parenthetical Girts), Purity Ring beckoned from the
ExploreAsheville.com Arena. Although Corin Roddick and Megan James were
recruited last minute to replace troubled traveler Tricky, their show ran so nearly
seamlessly, one might not have even known — it goes with the territory of
touring for 18 straight months playing some of music's biggest festivals. But there
were also signs that it might be time to hit the studio again. Halfway through,
James called us all out — "its a little slow tonight" — and encouraged the
audience to dance, promising to more so herself. Dancing was no problem
though over at the Emerald Lounge with We Roll Lke Madmen, who played as
a Local offshoot act Clemson alumni Jordan Young and Chris Tollack carefully
layered gurgling snyth with vocal-centric songwriting that drove the loyal fans
to jump and twist in place. Back over h the Orange Peel Glaswegian producer
Rustie led festival-goers through an volatile heavy dubstep set However, it
wasn't until Neutral Mlk Hotel that the weekend really felt Ike it had started. The
jfact that the band had even committed to a live show and was gohg to break
their 14-year obscurity was heart-attack-exciting. Not that the packed theatre
would leave room for any doubt but Jeff Magnum and co. not only delivered,
but they brought the weekend its highlight Although only two weeks into their
tour, the band showed no signs of hesitation. Even if there had been a sip, the
audience was too dedicatedly singing along and demanding an encore (and
another) to have noticed. From the cheerfully robust horn section to bassist
and occasional banjo-ist Julian Koster's dancing (?), it was obvious that for many
people in AsbevUle this weekend, this was who theyd come to see.
It was difficult to antidpate where exactly Saturday was going to take us
from here — obviously Mountain Oasis wasn't going for the straightforward
route. Already wed heard rock, blues and four-piece orchestras. Every festival
is the perfect opportunity to introduce lesser known and more challenging
artists to its audience. For this weekend, that day was gohg to be Saturday.
The second day of the festival premiered King Brirts multimedia project with
Ra Ercole. "FhoLoston Paradigm" beautifully juxtaposed electronic music with
operatic vocals. On a classicaL kick, Zola Jesus was the perfect segway. The
petite powerhouses current collaboration with JG Thrwell on "Versions" was a
beautifuL orchestraL re-imagination. By leaning towards the more classical side,
Zola Jesus was really able to play out the drama of her tracks and display
her talent as a trained vocalist Over in the intimate Diana Wortham Theatre,
London-based Rahne pulsed dark machine noise against the backdrop of an
infinitely slow-motion capture of pouring sand, challenging listeners to test their
patience with what we've come to assume is the normal "appropriateness" of
music. A simple screen couldn't stand up to the impressive live show that was
Nine Inch Nais' domination later that night Trent ReznorS aggressive vocals were
expertly set off by Rob Sheridens innovative light plot — four by four squares
of 180 degree rotating screens that moved up and down and angled to convey
a varying level of power and intimacy. Backed by guitarist Robin Fhck, Josh Eustis,
a par of singers, and bassist Pino PalLadho, NM was really able to explode off
songs Ike "Wish."
Sunday, production issues for NM frontman Trent ReznorS other project
How "lb Destroy Angels caused the group to have to cancel ther appearance.
The gaping hole left some big shces to fill but it was obvious that Cut Copy
was just the right group to step up. Coupled with a few classics off their
albums "Zonoscope" and In Ghost Colours; the band turned the Thomas
Wolfe Audrtorium into the most riotest dance floor of the festival Even the
band couldnt seem to contain their excitement If the energy of frontman Dan
WinWord and gutaristAeyboarcist Tim Hoey dtint get festgoers off ther feet
(which youti pretty much have to be dead not to have done), Pretty Lights and
crew wrapped up the night with his unapologeticalLy flashy and loud brand of
EDM. The ultra-opulent of his live show compensated for the lack of variance
in his material Some combinations in life just always make sense. Cookies and
mlk, peanut butter and jelly, and now we're gohg to add ExploreAshevlLe.com
Arena, Derek Vincent Smith, new material and a live band to that mix.
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Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20-Feb. J9

2. What was this past year's most watched
comedy?
A. "New Girl"
B. "Modern Family"
C. "Big Bang Theory"
D. "How I Met Your Mother"
3. Which of these is the title of an Elvis song?
A. "The King's Dance"
B. "Little Sister"
C. "In the Fields"
D. "Love Me Fiercely"
4. Who is the highest-paid Hollywood actor?
A. Brad Pitt
B. Will Smith
C. Johnny Depp
D. Robert Downey Jr.
5. What was the most googled term of 2012?
A. Whitney Houston
B. Gangnam Style
C. i-Pad 3
D. Kate Middleton

Katie Flessas

" March 2 I — April 20

FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!
Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The Tiger.
Of course, they are much smaller than this.
Good luck!

P

k Your yoga skills and fast-talking will get you
out
°fan awkward situation this week.
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Katie's answers:
1. "Mouseketeers"
2. "Modern Family"
3. "In the Fields"
4. Robert Downey Jr.
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TAURUS
yj April21 -May20

m

GEMINI
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May 2!

" June 2'

Your sewing abilities aren't strong enough
for you to pull off what you're considering.

A friend of yours will make some poor
k thrift shop choices this week — don't
* hesitate to tell them or it will only get

5. Gangnam Style
6. A man's bluff
7. Chap
8. Tuesday

CANCER
Y^*',, June 22 - July 22

£^

r«^i
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LEO
July 23 - Aug. 23

k You can't mention an impression you do
~ and then refuse to do it. That's like torture.

Unless you're dressed up as your dad for
^ Halloween, there's never an exuse for socks
with sandals.

Compare your answers with Katie's by
checking below.

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

There are a lot of
things you can't be:
President
An astronaut
Perfect

ri
^j
""%"

Velvet jackets should only be used on very
special occasions. Don't abuse their power.

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

Everyone seems to be getting married
lately, but don't let your singleness freak
r you out. Cats don't seem to like you
enough to allow you to become that single
crazy-cat person.

SCORPIO
Oct. 24-Nov. 21

A new handsome person will dance into
w your life this week. You'll recognize them by
their twinkling eyes and awful dance moves.

Jtiyg*:) SAGITTARIUS
WMil"H"*IUU» w You pull off hats like nobody's business.
if^^9y NOV 22 — Dec 2 1
^ind some excuses to wear them this week.

rjH^-v

7. What word was originally used as a term of
mockery for young men overly concerned
with fashion?
A. Dude
B. Babe <
C. Chap
D. Kerr

8-8 V-Z 'Q-9 V-9 'Q-V '9-e '0-2 'OH :SJ8MSUV
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Copy Editor

6. "Mrs. Fubbs' parlor" is a 1823 term for...
A. An awkward situation
B. A small kitchen with a stove
C. A man's bluff
D. A woman's privates

8. Election day is always on ...
A. Monday
B. Tuesday
C. Wednesday
D. Thursday

The future of the rest your college
experience lies in you learning how to cook.
Four years of ramen doesn't do anyone any
good, so step it up.

9jfc». PISCES
'Feb. 20 - March 20

Beat the Editor

1. Joseph Gorden-Levitt was a child-star
acting in the show...
A. "Full House"
B. "Mouseketeers"
C. "3rd Rock from the Sun"
D. "Boy Meets World"

Your brain is your hottest feature. Stop
doubting your intelligence.

(At...

Of course you need that plush bathrobe.
^ow is that even a question?

SUDOKU
6
5

Skill Level: ♦♦♦<><>O

2

You can be a writer
or TimeOut!
Email us at:
I timeout@thetigemews.com

r

CAPRICORN
.
Hop 22 — Jan 19 l
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1- Capt.'s superior
4- Type of ray
9is human
14-RR stop
15- Opposed to cation
16-Yoga posture
17-Twofold
19- Pool stroke
20-Ready
...
21- What you play when you
cut class.
23- Obstacle
24- Detest
27- Plays are divided up
into these
30- Songbird
32- So there!
33- Sweat
37- Hersey's bell town
39- Asmara is its capital
40- Monetary unit of
Mauritania
42- Aquarium fish
43- Constituent
44- Euro forerunner
45- Thank you

'
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■
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-
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48-RR stops
50-Verity
51-1 could
horse!
55- "See ya!"
57a high note
58- You
mouthful!
60- Heavy quilt
64- Watering hole
65- Pays to play
66- Stutz contemporary
67- Tides
68- Bowling alley button
69- Trick ending?

11-Armchair
12- "ER" extras
13- Actress Charlotte
18- Limb of a felled tree
22- Acapulco gold
24- ...baked in
25- Vamp Theda
26- Charlemagne's realm:
Abbr.
28- Country singer Tucker
29- Sand bar
30- Mine prop
31-Earnings
33- For
sake!
34- Set up
35- Adherence to ceremony
36- Orch. section
38- Made a hole
40- Put a lid
!
41- Bryce Canyon site
43- Hosp. section
46- Hwy.
47- Debt that
remains unpaid
49- Hawkins of Dogpatch
51-Terminus
52- Worship

Down
1- Windows predecessor
2- Take
for the worse
3- Knowledge gained
through meditation
4- Manner of walking
5- Ques. response
6- Cambridge sch.
7- Miss Piggy's query
8-Killick
9-shanter
(Scottish cap)
10- City near Kobe

53- High building
54- Harass
56- Soviet news agency
57- Formerly, once
58-Male child
59- Battery size
61- Having four sharps
62- Skid row woe
63- Shoebox letters

Oh, hey there
beautiful...
•

sSmn
•ll1
Never you fear the answers will
soon be here!
Check back next week
for the answers.

PHOTO or THE
1

3

\
V-

"Another Tiger Gameday"
by:
Katie Flack
Do you have a camera? Do you have a friend with a camera?
Do you think you take pretty pictures?
Well, send them to timeout@thetigernews.com
and perhaps you'll see yours featured next.
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24/7 clubhouse
2 swimming pools
fitness center
computer lab
FREE tanning
CAT bus stop on site

& SO much more.

